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A B STRACT

This thesis is based on the SPIM framework and introduces the SPIM+ framework.
The SPIM framework is used for semantic spatial information processing. The
framework exploits the modern digital camera’s potential for capturing contextual
parameters through the use of sophisticated sensor devices, information found in
specially annotated semantic maps and industrial standards. It processes images
with embedded positional and directional information. The objective is to
effectively manage and associate the information and semantic objects contained in
both the semantic maps and the images. In addition, the framework employs the
use of image processing and other algorithms to enable the automatic annotation
of the images.
Although SPIM achieves its objectives with considerable success, there are still
some aspects that can be improved. SPIM+ is based on the SPIM implementation
and uses its principal components in order to add functionality to the initial system
and improve it.
The SPIM framework registers images of nature with the model which is produced
by the 3D land maps. A number of experiments under various conditions (time of
day, season, weather condition, etc.) were performed and it was observed that on
many occasions, the SPIM failed to registered the images correctly. The aim was to
improve its performance. To do that not only were improvements made to the
original algorithm but also alternative detection objectives (shore lines, island lines
etc.) were employed, and the position of the sun was exploited by taking into
account the time and season. The results were incorporated into the SPIM+ main
algorithm. The SPIM+ main algorithm was then tested in a new set of images and
the quality of its results was evaluated and compared with the original SPIM
algorithm. SPIM+ significantly improves the registration performance of the
original algorithm.
Finally, the initial system was extended in order to process images which have
only positional and no directional information embedded in them.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a digital camera is regarded as a common good. This is evidenced by the
fact that most of us own a digital camera and even if not, we do own a mobile phone
with an integrated digital camera. Apparently, the use of digital cameras is
widespread and since the task of capturing, storing and sharing digital images has
been simplified, the size of the personal photo collections of the users has been
growing dramatically. This increase has made quite urgent the need to better
organize, annotate, index and browse the photos.
Digital cameras not only have been popular; they have also evolved. Their
capabilities are no longer restricted to just capturing digital media. The technological
advancements related to the digital cameras have provided them with effective
features. Digital cameras are able to interoperate with internal or external sensors
and integrate the additional information in the digital media. Thus, the digital
cameras acquire additional capabilities for capturing and understanding the image
taking context. For this thesis the context of the images includes geographical
features such as mountains, sea areas, islands etc.
To take advantage of these new capabilities and manage the ever-increasing media
content in an efficient way, the SPIM (Spatial Image Management) Framework has
already been implemented. The framework exploits the potential of the digital
cameras for capturing contextual parameters through the use of sensor devices,
information found in specially annotated semantic maps and industrial standards.
The aim is to manage and associate the information and semantic objects which are
included in both the semantic maps and the pictures. Moreover, the framework uses
image processing and other algorithms to enable the automatic annotation of the
photos.
Briefly, the SPIM implementation provides a picture database that allows users to
store and view their photos. Along with the photos, the users may view personalized
semantic maps, annotated with semantic objects. Photos with position and direction
information can be visualized on top of maps and be associated with semantic
objects. Finally, the implementation allows interactive exploration of the picture
contents.
Although SPIM achieves its objectives with considerable success, there are still
some aspects that can be improved. This thesis introduces the SPIM+ Framework.
SPIM+ is based on the SPIM implementation and uses its principal components in
order to add functionality to the initial system and ameliorate it.
The SPIM Framework registers the nature images with the model which produced by
the 3D land maps. The transformation that produces and applies to the model image
in order to fit the reference photo (user photo) properly is generated only by the
matching of ridgelines. We performed a number of experiments under various
conditions (time of day, season, weather condition, etc) and we observed that in
many occasions the algorithm failed to registered the pictures correctly. Our aim was
to improve the original algorithm. To do that we experimented with improvements
on the original algorithm but also with alternative detection objectives (shore lines,
island lines etc), as well as exploiting the sun’s position by taking into account the
time and season. Our results were incorporated into the SPIM+ algorithm. We then
tested the SPIM+ algorithm in a new set of pictures and we evaluate the quality of its
results. We compared the results with the old SPIM algorithm. SPIM+ improves
significantly the registration performance of the original algorithm.
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1.1 T HE SPIM F RAMEWORK
The SPIM Framework transforms images into interactive windows to the outside
world. Its result is a set of images that allow the interactive exploration of their
contents.
The procedure for converting an image into an interactive one is divided into three
phases: (a) Viewshed Calculation; (b) Image Segmentation; and (c) Image
Registration [1].
In the first phase (Viewshed Calculation), the visible areas and the semantic objects
are determined from the spatial view of an image, utilizing the elevation data and the
position and direction parameters of the image. The result of the algorithm is a 2D
representation (model) of the landscape and the individuals that are included in it,
from the point of view and the direction of the image.
The second phase (Image Segmentation) uses a segmentation algorithm and
partitions the image into disjoint and homogeneous regions. Afterwards, additional
heuristic algorithms are set off in order to detect the regions that correspond to
specific geographic individuals and features.
The third phase (Image Registration) of the procedure produces the final result. In
the previous phases, the ridgelines have been detected and this phase takes them as
input. The algorithm replaces the sequences of the points representing the ridgelines,
from both the image and the 2D model with a connected series of line segments.
Then it computes the optimal matching between the line segments from the model
and the image and generates the transformation which is applied to the model so that
the model successfully registers with the image.
Superimposing the transformed model onto the image places the individuals of the
model at their proper position in the image. Then, the user may select them and see
the relevant information just like interacting with a geographic semantic map.
Figure 1 depicts the aforementioned procedure which is followed in order to convert
a photo into a semantic map. Here the ridgelines, namely Mountain Lines, are
extracted from the model and the image and are used as inputs in the matching
algorithm. The numbers 1, 2, 3 refer to the three phases of the procedure, Viewshed
Calculation, Image Segmentation and Image Registration correspondingly.
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FIGURE 1: P HOTO TO S EMANTIC M AP CONVERSION

1.2 T HE SPIM+ F RAMEWORK
SPIM+ Objectives
SPIM + aims not only to improve the performance of the SPIM Framework, but also
to add functionality to it.
Regarding the SPIM Framework performance improvement, the SPIM+ Framework
provides the following enhancements:
 It generates more data inputs (lines as coastline, after the sea coastline, island
line) for the image registration algorithm.
 It provides the image registration algorithm with the most reliable and consistent
data inputs (lines) among the available ones.
 It adjusts the sensitivity of the image registration algorithm.
The addition of functionality in the SPIM+ Framework includes:
 The calculation and exploitation of the Sun Position at the time the photos were
taken.
 Support for inexpensive cameras (cameras with only a GPS receiver and no
Compass).

SPIM+ Implementation
Several algorithms have been implemented in order to achieve the SPIM+
objectives, including:
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 Algorithms for detecting and extracting the boundaries of any individual included
in the 2D-model image of a photo, not only from the 2D-model image but also
from a segmentation image have been developed. These are the algorithms which
generate more data inputs (lines) for the image registration algorithm.
 An algorithm for the calculation of the Sun Position. The algorithm takes as
inputs the date and the time that a photo was taken as well as the location from
which it was taken and it calculates the position of the Sun at the given date-time
and location. The outcome is then used for further calculations in order to
understand better the image context.
 An algorithm that incorporates the conclusions reached by all the experiments
we conducted in order to improve the performance of the original SPIM
algorithm. SPIM+ algorithm, compared to the SPIM original algorithm,
manages to register a wider range of nature images.
 An algorithm that supports inexpensive cameras has been developed. It designs
an image that depicts what we see from the given location (GPS data) by looking
simultaneously towards all the possible directions and then it finds through
several processes which part of this panoramic image is depicted in the current
image.

1.3 T HESIS C ONTRIBUTION
The SPIM+ Framework is not only an improved version but also an extension of
SPIM.
As an improved version, SPIM+ allows transforming a wider range of nature images
to interactive maps. Images with more indistinguishable content due to heavy clouds
in the sky, fog in the atmosphere, high humidity or strong solar reflection, now can
be processed and successfully transformed to interactive ones. All the SPIM+
algorithms have been used in order to extract from these “difficult” images as much
consistent and reliable data as possible and provide the algorithms creating
interactive images with them as input.
As an extension, SPIM+ ensures the conversion of nature images without direction
information to interactive ones. This contribution is of great importance. Smart
phones have already flooded the market and a typical capability of theirs is the
production of geotagged images. In general, these are images with position
information and without direction information. Since SPIM+ manages to process
these images and transform them to interactive ones, it becomes a useful tool for the
wider consumer public.

1.4 T HESIS S TRUCTURE
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the related to this
thesis research and chapter 3 presents the related technologies. The calculation of the
Sun position and the significance of this information are described in detail in
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the algorithms used for generating more data inputs
for the image registration algorithms. Chapter 6 describes the image registration
algorithm. The procedure followed for supporting inexpensive cameras is explained
in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 shows the experiments testing the performance of the SPIM
original algorithm and introduces us the SPIM+ Main algorithm. Chapter 9 presents
the evaluation results of the SPIM+ algorithms. Finally, the thesis conclusions as
well as the future research issues are discussed in Chapter 10.
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2. R ELATED R ESEARCH
This thesis expands upon various fields of research which will be described in this
chapter. In particular, section 2.1 provides a short background on image annotation
categories, section 2.2 deals with general purpose image annotation as well as
annotations for personal photography and section 2.3 presents some map‐based
applications which are also relevant to this thesis. Finally, section 2.4 presents
relevant to the light information.

2.1 I MAGE A NNOTATION C ATEGORIES
The first major topic for this thesis is image annotation. Image annotation and
metadata creation are essential for managing the increasing amount of personal
collections of images and facilitating image retrieval. Before listing the related work,
the main methods of image annotation will be presented, starting from low‐level
metadata and finishing with label (tag) annotations.

2.1.1

U SING L OW - LEVEL M ETAD ATA

Low‐level metadata are produced during the image taking procedure and include
information about the camera (model, manufacturer), its status at the time of
capturing the image (flash fired, focal length), the time and date, comments and
more, including possibly the position and direction of the shooting.
The widely used standard describing these metadata is Exif[2]. Most modern digital
cameras automatically store the image taking parameters in the Exif header of the
digital image. The majority of the parameters provide just technical information,
which is not directly useful to the users. Subsequently, processing the metadata in
relation with other sources is essential in order to produce richer image annotations.
More information about Exif and its parameters (also known as Exif tags) is
presented in Chapter 3.
Risto Sarvas [3] addresses the usefulness problem of image capturing metadata and
introduces the concept of social metadata suited for personal use. However, as seen
from this thesis and other similar works, even raw image metadata proves to be
rather important for personal photography use.

2.1.2

U SING T AGS

A tag is a non‐hierarchical keyword or term assigned to a piece of information (such
as an internet bookmark, digital image, or computer file). This kind of metadata
helps describe an item and allows it to be found again by browsing or searching.
Tags are chosen informally and personally by the item's creator or by its viewer,
depending on the system.
Assigning tags (also known as tagging) a picture is a very simple way of describing
the picture's subject, location, persons and general content. Apart from simplicity,
another advantage of using tags is its mainstream use in Web 2.0 and the usefulness
of tag clouds in various websites such as Flickr[4]. Flickr has been widely used as a
source of (possibly geo‐coded) images for different kinds of research using tags and
image metadata [5][6][7][8][9] [10]. The related research will be presented later in
this chapter.
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While using tags is flexible and easy, tagging is not without its drawbacks. Typically
there is no information about the meaning or semantics of a tag. For example, the tag
"apple" may refer to the fruit, Apple Inc., the Beatles' music label, or Gwyneth
Paltrow's baby. This lack of semantic distinction in tags can lead to inappropriate
connections between items. Additionally, selection of "tag terms" is highly
individualistic. Different people use drastically different terms to describe the same
concept: for example, items related to a version of Apple Computer's operating
system might be tagged both "Mac OS X" and "Leopard", and possibly many other
terms. Users of tagging systems must make judgments, based on the number of
connections and the choices of "tag terms", whether possible connections between
items are valid for their interests.

2.2 T HE S EMANTIC G AP
A common problem concerning image retrieval is the so‐called semantic gap.
Smeulders et al. [11] describes the semantic gap as "the lack of coincidence between
the information that one can extract from the visual data and the interpretation that
the same data have for a user in a given situation". As presented in Hare et al [12],
there are two main methods of "attacking" the gap:
 Using the raw metadata and processing it to achieve at least identification of the
objects in an image (bottom‐up approach), usually in an automatic manner.
 Using ontologies as structured knowledge representations (top‐down approach).
The bottom‐up approach is closely related to automatic image annotation using raw
metadata and image characteristics. The techniques for automatic image annotation
include:
 Segmenting an image into regions and trying to annotate each relevant segment
(spatial context).
 Utilizing global information for scene classification.
 Taking into account the image capture condition context to derive richer metadata
and annotations. The contextual parameters can come from different sources
(sensors) or can be derived from other parameters.
 Taking advantage of the information contained in neighboring images (temporal
context).
 Exploring and exploiting the plethora of information contained in large
collections of labeled (tagged) images.
 Using training sets of images to classify images based on similarity detection.
 A combination of the above.
The following two sections deal with the bottom‐up approach, followed by a
subsection describing top‐down approaches using ontologies.

2.2.1 G ENERAL
A NNOTATION

P URPOSE

A UTOMATIC

I M AGE

One of the first attempts on automatic image annotation was by Mori et al [13]. In
this work, a co‐occurrence model was applied to keywords and low‐level features of
rectangular image regions.
The following researchers focused primarily on image segmentation methods for
automatic annotation. They are similar to a small part of this work that includes
image segmentation for determining specific geographic and other features of the
images. The main differences are that the annotation proposed by these authors is
15

usually just keyword‐based and that most approaches are general and not focused on
specific image categories or domains. Duygulu et al. [14] used a model inspired by
machine translation to map between keyword annotations and a discrete vocabulary
of clustered regions. The proposed data‐set (Corel) has been widely used in
annotation systems in the literature. Jeon et al. [15] demonstrated that probabilistic
annotation provides better ranking in the results in contrast to hard annotations thus
improving on the results of Duygulu et al. [14] by using a different relevance model.
This, however, was outerperformed by the relevance model proposed by Lavrenko et
al. [16] which built continuous probability density functions for describing the
generating region features process. Hare et al. [17] also avoided hard annotations and
proposed an approach where annotation is performed implicitly in a soft manner. An
inference network approach to connect regions and their annotations has been used
by Metzler and Manmatha [18]. The resulting model allows rich queries with
structured operators and term weights to be evaluated for combinations of terms and
images. Monay and Gatica‐Perez [19] applied and compared two commonly used in
text analysis and simple latent space models for image annotation, namely Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Probabilistic LSA (PLSA) and discuss annotation
strategies for each one. Feng et al. [20] proposed a relevance model based on a
multiple Bernoulli distribution and used rectangular image regions. Jeon et al. [21]
also used rectangular image regions; however their approach used Maximum
Entropy, a statistical technique which allows one to predict the probability of a label
given test data. Blei and Jordan [22] provided a clean probabilistic model based on
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [23] which could generate keywords for images, image
regions and facilitate text‐based image retrieval. Barnard et al. [24] extended this
work to multi‐modal data.
Turning to scene‐oriented approaches, Oliva and Torralba [25][26] used a selection
of low‐level global filters to apply basic scene annotations such as 'buildings' or
'streets' with success. They also showed [27] how the presence or absence of objects
in a scene can be inferred by using simple image statistics. Using even simpler
global features and the technique of kernel smoothing, Yavlinsky et al. [28]
proposed a modeling framework based on nonparametric density estimation. The
results shown by this research were comparable with the inference network [21] and
the model by Lavrenko et al. [16]. Important work has also been done in the
identification of specific parts of an image, such as the blue sky, by Galagher et al.
[29] and Platt [30]. Real‐time automatic annotation has been recently attempted by
Li and Wang [7], using a training set of tagged images and a probabilistic method to
assign tags to unseen images according to their similarity to the training set. Finally,
Vailaya et al. [31] exploited domain semantics for the classification of pictures to
broad categories like indoor and outdoor pictures and their subcategories. In contrast
with these scene‐oriented approaches, the work proposed in this thesis can accurately
classify pictures containing mountainous landscape, bodies of water and other
geographic features as long as the pictures contain various parameters such as
position and direction.

2.2.2 A UTOMATIC I M AGE A NNOTATION
P HOTOGRAPHY

FOR

P ERSONAL

In this subsection, research more closely related to personal photography will be
presented. Recently there has been strong interest in semantically annotating and
sharing personal photographic collections. Combining the context in which a
photograph was captured with information from other external resources and
services for the purpose of image annotation has been the subject of some projects.
Most of them take advantage of location and time information in order to derive
richer information. Other approaches, including this work, take advantage of more
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parameters such as the camera direction. There is also related research examining the
context around the user, using sources such as calendars and social networks.
The research by O'Hare et al. [32] combined context‐based information and content
based analysis to facilitate image classification and retrieval. In his thesis, Matthew
Boutell [33] categorized the context related to images into spatial (e.g. sky, buildings
etc. and their relations), temporal (relation between images in a collection – e.g. time
elapsed between them) and image capture condition context (captured metadata). He
proposed a graphical model for each category for the purpose of scene classification.
The part of his work that is closer to this thesis is presented in Boutell et al. [34]. In
it, the captured metadata are processed and used as classifiers for indoor/outdoor
scene discrimination and sunset or manmade/natural scene detection. This work also
takes advantage of the captured metadata (which are more rich thanks to the
additional sensors) and uses them for image annotation.
Another interesting dissertation is by Mor Naaman [35]. Naaman did many studies
using GPS, weather, and user‐created tags for automatically organizing
georeferenced photo collections and other tasks. Like this work, Naaman also
emphasized the use of time and location metadata. The fact that position and
temporal information can be used for inferring the picture contents is another
similarity between the two efforts. The developed system (PhotoCompas) provided a
textual interface for browsing and retrieval that categorized photo collections using
information such as location, weather conditions, light status (day/night) and events.
The description for each picture included an event/location pair. Events in particular
are one of the major content categories of the proposed framework of this thesis. A
major difference is that Naaman tried to avoid the use of geographic maps and
focused only on textual descriptions of location information. He also did not take
into account camera direction. Finally, the descriptions offered by PhotoCompas
were textual, interactive exploration of the image contents was not available and
ontology based annotations were not considered. However, the proposed system was
solid and provided useful insight on the organization of photo collections into events
using context‐based information.
Sarvas et al. [36] proposed a metadata creation system for mobile images. This
approach used a camera system connected to external sources (a remote server) and
in that regard it is similar to this work. Another similarity is the context capturing
process. The location of the mobile phone is provided by the GSM network
characteristics (instead of GPS). The captured images were uploaded to the remote
server which located similar photos taken at the same location and calculated the
appropriate metadata for image annotation. The remote server compared the
uploaded picture with other pictures that depicted the same object and were located
in close proximity. It then created relevant metadata and sent them back to the
mobile device. A significant downside was that the phone model was difficult to use
and the connection to the remote server proved to be slow and frustrating. Another
difference from this work is that the process was semi‐automatic – it required user
input on the validity of the proposed metadata. The next attempt to combine image
capturing context with external sensors was by Volgin et al. [37], which correlated
XML‐based metadata with the images. Volgin et al. provided a more consistent
sensor model for communication with smart phones. They used external
environmental sensors known as motes [38] to capture context metadata and provide
them to the mobile devices at the moment of image capture or at a later time. The
sensor concept does not differ very much from the proposed model, however they
did not use map information to annotate the image contents and camera direction
was also not taken into account.
An interesting sensor that can be integrated into modern digital cameras and most
researchers have ignored so far is the digital compass. An early attempt was by
Smith et al. [39], where a digital camera was augmented with both position and
direction sensors and the metadata captured was used to retrieve historical images
from a database. There are many similarities between this attempt and the current
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work. Smith et al. mainly focused on educational applications of the camera and
database system, by encouraging students to take pictures of their local community.
The naïve system acquired the position and direction parameters of the pictures
taken by the camera and retrieved historical photos of the same places as the ones
depicted in the pictures. The students could also manually write ontological
descriptions for each picture according to their observations and the system was able
to provide additional retrieval capabilities based on these annotations. The system
had a simple map application for visualizing the local area and some places of
interest. The algorithm for determining the contents of the picture was primitive and
did not take into account the angle of view of the camera and the elevation of the
area. This thesis expands upon the concept of using orientation information in
addition to position and provides more focused visualizations and retrieval
capabilities using semantic maps.
The metadata that users are mostly interested in revolve around places, people and
events as emphasized by Risto Sarvas [3]. Research directed at this kind of "social"
metadata has been performed by many researchers. Cao et al. [40] tried to annotate
collections of images rather than single images, using hierarchical event and scene
models, while Gallagher et al. [41] utilized user calendars as a source for
annotations. Using a trained set of images containing events, a freely available GIS
database and tags, Joshi et al. [8] proposed a method for inferring generic activities
and events. Rattenbury et al. [9] attempted to automatically extract event and place
semantics from a large collection of tagged images, based on tag usage distribution.
Finally, Yu and Luo [10] experimented with probabilistic season and location
context models to prove that even when the contextual data is not precise, accurate
scene understanding can be inferred. Joshi et al., Rattenbury et al. and Yu and Luo
all took advantage of the large image database and social photography site Flickr [4],
which also includes geo‐referenced images.

2.3 M AP A PPLICATIONS AND P HOTOS
The second major topic for this thesis is (semantic) maps and visualizations on top of
maps. One of the very early relevant applications in culture and tourism was by
Christodoulakis et al. [42]. In the system proposed, a laptop/GPS combination
allowed the user to find their position on top of a map and according to that, useful
information about nearby points of interest was shown. Christodoulakis et al. [43]
also developed tools that provide geographic information functionalities and utilize
map‐based information and combine the location and topological relations of spatial
objects. The present thesis was based on many of the principles of these applications
and tools. The second most relevant to this thesis work (mentioned before) was by
Smith et al. [39], due to the integration of both GPS and digital compass in their
camera system. The additional information provided by the digital compass greatly
enhances the ability to determine the contents of a picture with assistance from map
data.
The map system by Diomidis Spinellis [44] utilized the GPS track log and pictures
and created trip log based map visualizations in a web page. The points where the
pictures were taken were visible on a non‐interactive map. A disadvantage of the
system, other than the non‐interactive maps, is that it does not support hierarchical
navigation by event or location.
The Campiello project [45] aimed at using innovative communication and
information technology for developing new relationships between local communities
and visitors of historical cities of culture and art. The project's objectives were to
connect local inhabitants of historical places better, to make them active participants
in the construction of cultural information and to support new and improved
connections with cultural managers and tourists. The system included a
recommender module, a search module, and a shared data space. The similarity with
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this work is that they both focus on personalization of the provided information. In
Campiello, the users can view and submit comments on objects of cultural heritage.
The feedback collected by the system enables it to provide personalized information
to different users, according to criteria or proactively. In the system implemented in
this work, personalization is achieved by selecting the desirable content (which can
be from any domain, not just cultural heritage) and maps containing only objects of
interest will be returned by the system.
Perhaps the most important contribution in organizing geo‐referenced photos is
attributed to Toyama et al. [46] and the World Wide Media eXchange (WWMX)
project. Photos were indexed by the WWMX database according to time and
location and the WWMX browser visualized them using a map interface and
provided retrieval functionality. Different kinds of acquiring location tags, browsing
images and visualizing them on a map were presented. The ability to put
georeferenced photos on top of a map is a common characteristic of WWMX and
this system. Toyama et al. [46] put a lot of effort in trying to collect a large amount
of photos, finding the best methods for their visualization on top of maps and dealing
with performance issues for large queries. This work focuses more on providing
better annotations for the images using ontologies and takes advantage of more than
location and time information to achieve this purpose. The ontological approach also
allows for richer retrieval queries.

2.4 L IGHT
2.4.1

L IGHT D IRECTION

The direction from which we view a light source has a profound effect on our
perception of it, and on how the objects in a scene will appear. Knowing which
direction the main light is coming from is one of the most important information
since it will have a great impact on how a scene will appear.

Front lighting:
This is the case when the light source is
directly behind the viewer's point of view. It
is most commonly seen in flash photography
and is often fairly unappealing if the light
source is hard. There are, though, exceptions
and in some situations very attractive images
result from soft frontal lighting.
Front lighting does little to reveal the form
or texture since the shadows are mostly
FIGURE 2: F RONT L IGHTING

hidden from the view, as a result it can make things look flat.
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Side Lighting:
Side lighting is very good for showing the
form and texture and lends a threedimensional quality to objects. As a result,
the shadows are prominent and the contrast
can be high. Side lighting is generally
attractive and it is often used to great effect:
it is the kind of lighting encountered in the
beginning and the end of the day and as such
it is often seen in photographs.
Potential drawbacks of using side lighting
are that areas of the image can be lost in the

FIGURE 3: S IDE L IGHTING

shadow, and it can reveal imperfections.
Back lighting:
Back lighting is the case when the viewer is
looking in the light source, and the objects
have their lit sides facing away from us to
appear either as silhouettes or darkly lit by the
fill light. It is usually a high contrast situation.
If the light source is at a slight angle relative
to our point of view, the objects will have a
rim of light defining one or more of their
edges, the harder the light the more
pronounced this rim will be. Backlit scenes
usually contain a lot of shadow unless the
light source is very soft. Most of the time the image will be predominantly dark with
dramatic pools of light. The rim lighting that occurs in this situation can be very
useful for defining forms among the shadows. Another feature of this kind of light is
that it reveals transparency, translucency and any fine detail or texture along rim-lit
edges.

FIGURE 4: B ACK L IGHTING

Lighting from above:
Top lighting is a slightly more unusual
situation, although it is common in overcast
daylight. It can also be encountered in
sunshine at midday. Under soft light it is an
effective way of showing form. Under hard
light it can lend an air of mystery by casting
dramatic shadows which conceal most of the
forms beneath them.
FIGURE 5: L IGHTIN G FROM A BOVE
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2.4.2

N ATURAL L IGHT

The natural light comes in a wide range of different flavors, and the difference
between them can be enormous. The source of all our natural light is the Sun,
however it takes on different characteristics at different times of day and in different
weather conditions, turning this source of light into essentially many different ones
ranging from hard and warm to soft and cool.
The earth's atmosphere scatters the shorter wavelengths of the light; this has the
effect of creating the blue sky and of reddening the light from the sun itself. The
more air that the sunlight has to travel through, the more scattering occurs. This
means that as the sun gets lower in the sky it has to travel through a thicker layer of
atmosphere, thus causing more scattering at the beginning and the end of the day.
Obviously, this means that the sunlight has very a different character at different
times of day. There are also the special conditions that occur when the sun is below
the horizon, when skylight scattered from the sun is the only source of light.
The clouds also have a major impact on both the color and the character of sunlight.
The clouds are translucent, which means that they let the light pass through them,
but in a diffuse manner. When the light travels through a transparent surface such as
glass, the rays remain parallel; however when the light travels through a translucent
surface it is deflected by the substance and the rays bounce around inside it and
emerge from it in several directions. This is a similar phenomenon to the scattering
of blue light by the atmosphere, except that in the clouds it occurs across all the
wavelengths of the light, not just the shorter ones.
The effect that this diffusion has on the sunlight is to soften it, turning a small hard
light source (the sun) into a large and soft one (the whole sky). The color is also
profoundly affected by the cloud cover, since the clouds conceal the blue sky and the
light coming from it.
Midday sunshine:
When the sun is at its highest point in the
sky, the light is at its whitest and strongest.
The contrast is very high, the shadows are
very dark, so dark in fact that film emulsions
generally render them black - although with
the naked eye it can still be possible to see
some detail in the shadows. For this kind of
lighting to be believably recreated very
strong and high contrast is needed.
The strong light has the effect of bleaching
out the colors and these appear to be less
saturated than at other times of day. The
strong contrast can make it difficult to create appealing images in this sort of light;
however, in situations where the contrast is naturally lower it can work very well.
The water for example can really benefit from this strong light, and many images of
tropical seas are taken at midday.
FIGURE 6: M IDDAY S UNSHINE
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Late afternoon/early evening:
As the sun goes down, its light gets
progressively warmer, so that by the evening
the sunlight has very obvious yellow cast on
it. The color of the sky also takes on a deeper
shade of blue due to the decreasing light
levels.

FIGURE 7: L ATE A FTERNOON / E ARLY
E VENING

The evening light is generally considered to
be very attractive, the warm colors and softer
contrast are very easy on the eye. From about
an hour before sunset this effect is at its most
noticeable.

The color saturation at this time is very high and the color of the light itself has a
huge effect on our perception of the surfaces it touches, lending them a warm and
rich appearance. By an aesthetically pleasing coincidence the shadows are near to the
complimentary color of the highlights (yellow against blue), and the main light is a
warm yellow while the shadows are a cool blue.
Overcast:
Overcast light comes in a few varieties,
depending on the thickness of the cloud and
the time of day. Contrary to popular opinion,
it can actually be quite beautiful and it does
have quite a few attractive qualities. Since
the whole sky is acting as one light source,
the light is soft and diffused, with very soft
shadows. The contrast is low and the color
saturation is usually quite high.
The color is dependent mostly on the time of
day. If the sun is high, the light appears to be
white or grey, and the thicker the cloud the whiter the light. It is only when the sun
gets lower in the sky that the overcast light becomes bluer, and the lower the sun
goes the more obvious this becomes.
FIGURE 8: O VERCAST

Bright overcast:
On days with thinner cloud it is possible to
get a little directional sunlight coming
through that creates stronger shadows which
can still be soft as long as there is cloud in
front of the sun. Bright overcast is an almost
ideal compromise between the strong
contrast of the sunshine and the relative
dullness of a heavy cloud.
On days with thinner cloud the sky can have
a lot of texture, whereas on days with heavy
FIGURE 9: B RIGHT O VERCAST
cloud it tends to look a solid white or grey.
Varying cloud thickness or small gaps between the clouds can also help to introduce
color into the sky, with blue skylight and yellow sunlight reflecting onto the surface
of the clouds. Colors in the sky can vary enormously when cloud is thinner, and the
sky can often be very striking with thin or broken cloud. Another factor influencing
the cloud color is that distant clouds can appear yellow or even orange because of
light scattering, even in the middle of the day.
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Broken cloud, stormy light and dappled light:
It is also quite common to come across
mixtures of light and shade in natural
environments.
With broken cloud you get a different sort of
light to pure sunshine or overcast because the
blue fill light from the sky is absent; yet the
sun can shine brightly if there is a gap in the
cloud.
FIGURE 10: B ROKEN CLOUD , STORMY
LIGHT , DAPPLED LIGHT

2.4.3

S KY
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Clouds will cast visible shadows on the
landscape and there will be patches of
sunlight in between these shadows.

W ATER C OLORS

Color in the sky
The sky is often very colorful, it can produce amazing and complex ranges of
different colors. In addition to the time of day and the cloud cover, the thickness of
the clouds is important as well as the space between them. If the cloud is of uneven
thickness, or if there are small gaps in between closely spaced clouds you will get a
variation in the amount of the color and the quality of the light in the sky. This
creates texture and a great deal of unpredictable variation.
The natural light and the sky in particular, almost always have some color, even on
the bleakest day. The sky is a constant diffuse light source during the day, no matter
how bright or dim the sun is.

Water
The water also plays a big part on how the natural light interacts with the world
around us, being a common feature of the landscape in the form of rain and dew, or
lakes, rivers and the sea.
Water changes the surfaces that are wet because unlike most natural substances it is
highly reflective and causes strong directional highlights. Dew in grass, for instance,
can cause thousands of little highlights as it catches the morning sun, with each drop
acting as a lens. Specular reflections are comparatively rare in nature, unless water is
present, and so we can instantly recognize when surfaces are wet. Like volume in the
air, water can be very atmospheric.
Another major effect of the water on light is that it reflects the light back up into the
landscape; as a consequence, if we are by the sea we will have a lot more light
reflecting on us because of this. [47]
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3. R ELATED T ECHNOLOGIES
This chapter will briefly present the most significant technologies and standards used
in, or useful to the research concerning the thesis.

3.1 M ODERN D IGITAL
C APABILITIES

C AMERAS

AND

THEIR

Considering the transition from film-based cameras to digital cameras, the domain of
photography has evolved regarding the following features:
 Storage
Most digital cameras utilize some form of removable storage to store image data.
While the vast majority of the storage media types are some form of memory card
using flash memory (CompactFlash, SD, etc.) there have been storage methods
that used other technologies such as Microdrives (very small hard disk drives),
CD single (185 MB), and 3.5" floppy disks. The flash memory cards have a
capacity of up to 128GB with a theoretical maximum of 2TB for the current
storage formats. This advancement, along with the fact that the users can freely
transfer the photos to their computers and take new pictures, has led to the
tremendous increase in the personal user collections, thus enhancing the need for
research on image annotation, indexing and retrieval.

 Resolution
The latest advancements in technology have enabled very high resolutions in the
digital images and the resolution values follow Moore's Law. The common aspect
ratios for the produced images are 4:3 and 3:2, and this reduces the number of
useful image sensor sizes. The camera's maximum resolution is measured in
megapixels, which are computed by calculating the pixels comprising the
produced image (for example an image with resolution 1,600 x 1,200 = 1,920,000
is produced by a "2 megapixel" camera).

 Image File Format
The three dominant image file formats for digital cameras are RAW, TIFF and
JPEG. A raw image is the unprocessed set of pixel data directly from the camera's
sensor, while TIFF and JPEG are compression formats (lossless and lossy
respectively). The latter is the most commonly used by modern digital cameras. It
contains various metadata in its header. The metadata standard used for
describing the image capture and other parameters is Exif [2]. More information
about Exif and its metadata tags is presented in section 2.2.3

 Wireless Connectivity
Since the majority of portable devices have already begun integrating wireless
connection technology, digital cameras are also following this trend. Bluetooth™
enables easy connectivity with other sensors such as GPS and it also allows
sending the photos taken to a nearby device. Some digital cameras also feature a
Wi-Fi radio for the same purposes. It the future it is expected that these
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technologies will allow the cameras to communicate with other external resources
and acquire essential information about the image taking context, before and after
the image capture and without the help of other computers or PDAs.

 Sensor Integration
Digital cameras can now interoperate with external sensors using wireless
technology. Since the Exif metadata standard contains location tags, pairing a
camera with a GPS receiver results in recording automatically the location
information in the Exif header of the image. There are a few such receivers that
also integrate a digital compass, allowing for direction information to be recorded
additionally. Finally, laser rangefinders can be used to calculate and store the
subject distance for the photos. For the experiments conducted for this thesis, a
camera system utilizing an external compass-enabled GPS receiver with a
compatible digital camera has been used. Since then, these sensors have already
been integrated internally in some cameras and in some mobile phones.

3.2 GPS AND NMEA0183
NMEA 0183 (or NMEA for short) is a combined electrical and data specification for
communication between marine electronic devices such as echo sounder, sonars,
anemometer (wind speed and direction), gyrocompass, autopilot, GPS receivers and
many other types of instruments. It has been defined and is controlled by the U.S.based National Marine Electronics Association [48]. Its communication protocol is
text-based.
A GPS receiver transmits the satellite data in forms of NMEA sentences, short text
strings that contain information such as position, speed, etc. The most important
NMEA sentences include the GGA (Global Positioning System Fix Data) which
provides the current satellite fix data, the RMC (Recommend Minimum Specific
GPS/TRANSIT Data) which provides the minimum GPS sentence information, and
the GSA (GPS Dilution of Precision and Active Satellites) which provides the
Satellite status data. GPS receivers with integrated digital compass also output the
HCHDG sentence, containing heading/direction information.
For the image capturing context, NMEA sentences provide the following useful
information:
 GGA sentence: latitude, longitude, satellite fix quality, number of satellites being
tracked, altitude.
 GSA sentence: satellite information, satellite fix type (no fix, 2D, 3D), dilution of
precision.
 RMC sentence: time of the fix, latitude, longitude, speed over the ground in
knots, track angle in degrees, date, magnetic variation.
 HCHDG sentence: magnetic heading, magnetic variation.
While the RMC sentence provides the most relevant position parameters, altitude
can only be obtained from the GGA sentence. When using a digital camera
integrated with a GPS receiver, almost all the information contained in the
transmitted sentences is automatically embedded within the image.
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3.3 E XCHANGEABLE I MAGE F ILE F ORMAT (E XIF )
Exif is a specification for the image file format used by digital cameras. Even though
the camera manufacturers universally use the Exif metadata standard, the
specification is not currently maintained by any industry or standards organization. It
defines a number of metadata tags that are embedded in the header of the image
during image capture and cover a broad spectrum:
 Date and time information. Cameras keep time and date information and record it
in the metadata.
 Camera and image capture settings and parameters. The camera model and
makeup are parameters that do not change for the same camera, while others
concern the process of image taking and include focal length, aperture, metering
mode, orientation and other dynamic information.
 A thumbnail for previewing the picture on the LCD screen of the camera, in file
managers, or in photo manipulation software.
 Descriptions and copyright information.
 Position and direction values.
In the system developed, the relevant Exif tags are extracted from the images and the
parameters are used for automatic image annotation and association with map
features and semantic objects.

3.4 E LEVATION D ATA
Any map of an area can be augmented with elevation data, so that each point on the
map is or can be associated with an elevation value. Elevation data can be obtained
from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) which are themselves produced using
various techniques, such as remote sensing and land survey.
The maps used in this work have been augmented by a decent quality DEM from the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [49] of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration [50] agency. This global DEM contains elevation values for
approximately every 30m (in the United States) and 90m (in the rest of the world).
Even though the research for this thesis has been conducted in Europe, thus having a
lower quality DEM available, the results were satisfying and only close range
elevation values had a negative overall impact.

3.5 C OLOR F EATURES AND C OLOR M ODELS
The color is a perceptual characteristic of light described by a color name. In
particular, color is light, and light is composed of many colors. Objects absorb
certain wavelengths and reflect others back to the viewer. We perceive these
wavelengths as color. The wavelengths are not colored, but produce the sensation of
color.
The wavelengths that the human eye can detect cover only a small portion of the
electromagnetic energy spectrum. This portion represents the visible light spectrum.
At one end of the visible spectrum are the short wavelengths of light we perceive as
blue. At the other end of the visible spectrum are the longer wavelengths of light we
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perceive as red. All the other colors we see in nature are found somewhere along the
spectrum between blue and red. [51]

 RGB Color Model
The RGB color model is an additive color model in which the red, green and
blue colors are combined in various ways to reproduce a broad array of colors. The
name of the model comes from the initials of the three additive primary colors, red,
green and blue.
To form a color with RGB, three colored light beams (one red, one green and one
blue) must be superimposed (for example by emission from a black screen or by
reflection from a white screen). Each of the three beams is called a component of
that color and each of them can have an arbitrary intensity, from fully off to fully on,
in the mixture. Zero intensity for every component gives the darkest color (no light,
considered the black) and full intensity of every one gives a white, the quality of this
white depends on the nature of the primary light sources, but if they are properly
balanced, the result is a neutral white matching the system's white point. When the
intensities for all the components are the same, the result is a shade of gray, darker or
lighter depending on the intensity. When the intensities are different, the result is a
colorized hue, more or less saturated depending on the difference of the strongest
and weakest of the intensities of the primary colors employed.
When one of the components has the
strongest intensity, the color is a hue
near this primary color (reddish,
greenish, or bluish). When two
components have the same strongest
intensity, then the color is a hue of
a secondary color
(a
shade
of cyan, magenta or yellow).
The RGB color model is represented
as a Cartesian cube, with usually Red
being the x axis, Green being the y
axis, and Blue being the z axis, as in
the diagram of Figure 2 (on the left).
The diagonal from black (0,0,0) to
white (1,1,1) is the gray scale.

FIGURE 11: RGB C UBE
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 HSL Color Model

HSL stands for hue, saturation, and lightness, and is often also called HLS. HSL is
a cylindrical-coordinate representation of points in an RGB color model, which
rearrange the geometry of RGB in an attempt to be more intuitive and perceptually
relevant than the Cartesian (cube)
representation.
In the HSL cylinder, the angle around
the central vertical axis corresponds to
"hue", the distance from the axis
corresponds to "saturation", and the
distance along the axis corresponds to
"lightness".
HSL, as mentioned before, is a
cylindrical geometry, with hue, the
angular dimension, starting at the red
primary at 0°, passing through
FIGURE 12: HSL C YLINDER
the green primary at 120° and
the blue primary at 240°, and then
wrapping back to red at 360°. The central vertical axis comprises
the neutral, achromatic, or gray colors, ranging from black at lightness 0, the
bottom, to white at lightness 1, the top. The additive primary and secondary
colors – red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and magenta – and linear mixtures between
adjacent pairs of them, sometimes called pure colors, are arranged around the
outside edge of the cylinder with saturation 1; in HSL these have lightness ½. In
HSL, both tints and shades have full saturation, and only mixtures with both black
and white, called tones, have saturation less than 1 [52].
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4. T HE S UNLIGHT P ARAMETER IN SPIM+
This chapter deals with the Sunlight parameter and explains how its value is acquired
and how it is used by the framework in order to help associating the image content
with semantic objects of the real world.
The sunlight, in the broad sense, is the total frequency spectrum of the
electromagnetic radiation given off by the Sun. On Earth, the sunlight is filtered by
the Earth's atmosphere, and the solar radiation is called daylight when the Sun is
above the horizon.
When sunlight reaches an object, it can travel through the object if the object is
transparent, it can be reflected from a shiny object or it can be absorbed if the object
is opaque. The color an object is perceived to have is determined by the
wavelengths of the light that are absorbed or reflected by the object.
The set of the nature digital images that we had at our disposal in order to ameliorate
the initial SPIM system led us to take into account which the sun position was when
we captured the images and how the sun enlightened the captured landscape (see
Section 5.4 for details).

4.1 C ALCULATION OF THE S OLAR P OSITION
The calculation of Solar Position is essential To determine how the Sunlight affects
the captured natural scene.
The position of the Sun in the sky varies continually during the day and also changes
seasonally throughout the year. The sun position is also very much locationdependent.
Thus, the position of the Sun in the sky as seen from the Earth is determined by the
following four parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The time.
The motion of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun, which does not happen at
constant speed, because of the eccentricity of the orbit of the Earth.
The angle between the axis of rotation of the Earth and the plane of the orbit of
the Earth, which is not equal to 90 degrees. This causes the seasons.
The location of the observer on the Earth, which determines how high the Sun
can get in the sky.

The position of the sun is generally given as an azimuth and altitude angle:



Azimuth represents the horizontal angle of the sun relative to true north.
Altitude represents the vertical angle the sun makes with the horizontal ground
plane.
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FIGURE 13: A ZIMUTH AND A LTITUDE A NGLES

4.1.1

S OLAR P OSITION ING A LGORITH M

This subsection describes the Solar Position algorithm, which is responsible for the
calculation of the Solar Position. The azimuth and altitude of the Sun are calculated
using the formulae proposed by Manuel Blanco Muriel, et al [53].
The Solar Position algorithm inputs are the time and the location. The time given
includes the date (year, month, and day) and the Universal Time (hours, minutes and
seconds). The location is given as the longitude and latitude of the observer in
degrees. Latitude is considered positive to the North and longitude to the East.
The Solar Position algorithm uses the formulas listed below in order to calculate the
Solar coordinates:
The Julian Day, JD, is computed from the input data using (1).

where m is the month, y is the year, d is the day of the month and hour is the hour of
the day in Universal Time in decimal format (i.e., it includes the minutes and
seconds as a fraction of an hour, and all the divisions except the last one are integer
divisions).
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The ecliptic coordinates 1 of the Sun are computed from the Julian Day, by the
following set of equations((2),(3),(4),(5),(6) and (7)):


Difference between the current Julian Day and Julian Day 2451545.0
(= noon 1 January 2000 )



Mean Longitude2 of the Sun



Mean anomaly3 of the Sun



Ecliptic longitude of the Sun



Obliquity of the ecliptic (in other words the Earth's axial tilt)

The Ecliptic latitude of the Sun, the perpendicular distance of the Sun from the
ecliptic, is always so small that it can be omitted.
The conversion from ecliptic to celestial coordinates 4 is accomplished using the
standard trigonometric expressions:


Right ascension: The longitudinal angle of the equatorial (celestial) system. It
measures an angle that increases toward the east as measured from a zero point on
an equator. The zero point is known as the first point of Aries, which is the place in
the sky where the Sun crosses the celestial equator at the March equinox.



Declination: The latitudinal angle of the equatorial (celestial) system. It measures
the angle of an object above or below the celestial equator.

The conversion from celestial to horizontal coordinates 5 is achieved by the following
set of equations ((8),(9) and (10)):
1

The ecliptic coordinate system is a celestial coordinate system that uses the ecliptic for its fundamental plane. The ecliptic is the
path that the sun appears to follow across the celestial sphere over the course of a year. It is also the intersection of the
Earth's orbital plane and the celestial sphere. The ecliptic latitude or celestial latitude is measured positive towards the north.
The ecliptic longitude or celestial longitude is measured eastwards from 0° to 360°.
2

Mean longitude is the longitude at which an orbiting body could be found if its orbit were circular, and free of perturbations, and
if its inclination were zero.
3

The position that the Earth would have relative to its perihelion if its orbit were a circle is called the mean anomaly

4

The equatorial coordinate system functions by projecting the Earth's geographic poles and equator onto the celestial sphere. It
allows all the earthbound observers to describe the apparent location in the sky of sufficiently distant objects using the same pair of
numbers: the right ascension and declination.
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Greenwich mean sidereal time



Local mean sidereal time

, long represents Geographical Longitude


Hour angle

The Solar Azimuth is given by (11).

,Φ represents Geographical Latitude

The Solar Zenith angle is given by (12).

The zenith angle is the angle between the sun and the vertical and it holds that
altitude = 90° - zenith.
The outputs of the Solar Position algorithm are the Solar Azimuth and the Solar
Zenith Angle which constitute the Sun Coordinates.

5

The horizontal, or altitude-azimuth, system is based on the position of the observer on the Earth, which revolves around its own
axis once per a sidereal day (23.hours, 56 minutes and 4.091 seconds) in relation to the "fixed" star background. The positioning of
a celestial object by the horizontal system varies with time, but is a useful coordinate system for locating and tracking objects for
observers on the Earth. It is based on the position of stars relative to an observer's ideal horizon.
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4.1.2
THE

R ELATIVE P OSITION
U SER

OF THE

S UN

WITH RESPECT TO

At this point, the Sun Coordinates have been calculated but they are just numbers,
they mean nothing to the Framework. Therefore, it is necessary to give them
semantic meaning. What is needed exactly is the information whether the Sun is on
the left or on the right of the user. The procedure described below is responsible for
this task.
The procedure, presented in Algorithm 1, is simple. It takes as input the Solar
Azimuth angle and the User’s Azimuth angle. The User’s Azimuth angle coincides
with the compass direction value which is embedded in the photo metadata. Both
angles are measured from the north increasing towards the east.
Then, a subtraction takes place. The User’s Azimuth angle is subtracted from the
Solar Azimuth angle. The difference that results shows whether the Sun is on the
user’s left or on the user’s right. Firstly, if the difference is positive it means that the
sun precedes the user else the sun follows the user. Afterwards we check if the
difference is negative and less than -180 then the Sun is located to on the user’s
right, if the difference is negative and greater than -180 the Sun is located to on the
user’s left, otherwise if the difference is positive and greater than 180 then the Sun
is located to on the user’s left and finally if the difference is positive and less than
180 then the Sun is located to on the user’s right.

Algorithm 1 - Relative Position of the Sun with respect to the User

Double SolarAzimuth, UserAzimuth, SunPosition;
SunPosition =

SolarAzimuth – UserAzimuth;

if (SunPosition < 0) {
if (SunPosition < -180)  Sun isRight
else Sun isLeft
}
if (SunPosition > 0) {
if (SunPosition < 180)  Sun isRight
else Sun isLeft
}
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Figure 14 depicts an example of the aforementioned procedure. Suppose that the
Solar Azimuth angle equals to 60 degrees and the User’s Azimuth equals to 120
degrees. The Sun Position equals to 60 – 120 = -60, which is less than zero and
greater than -180. Then the procedure makes the decision that the Sun is on the
user’s left.

FIGURE 14: R ELATIVE P O SITION OF THE S UN AND U SER

4.2 S UMMARY
To sum up, knowing the direction of the Sunlight as it is perceived from our
direction, at the moment we take a photograph, allows us to manage the image
content more effectively. This information, in combination with the weather
conditions that prevailed at the moment of image capturing, help us to decide which
objects/individuals are better visible in the image (see Section 5.4 for details). This
way, the possibility of recognizing them correctly increases and better off, we
provide the image registration algorithm with correct and consistent data inputs.
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5. E DGE P ROCESSING IN SPIM+
This chapter analyzes the procedures that have been developed for detecting and
extracting the boundaries of any individual included in the 2D-model image of a
photo. The boundaries of the individual may be detected not only from the 2D-model
image but also from the segmentation image. The detection and extraction of the
boundaries from the two images is an essential procedure, which is described in
Sections 4.2-4.5, since it provides the inputs for the matching algorithm
(LineSegmentMatcher).
The activity diagram of Figure 15 outlines the procedure followed by the framework
in order to convert a photo to semantic map. As is shown in the diagram user photo
is inserted in the system and then the procedures for designing the 2D-model image
and the Segmentation output image, begin. The next step is to extract from both
these images the boundaries of the individuals. Finally these boundaries are given as
inputs to image registration algorithm.

FIGURE 15: A CTIVITY D IAGRAM OF THE P HOTO TO S EMANTIC M AP C ONVERSION
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5.1 P RODUCTION
OF
THE
S EGMENTATION I MAGES

2D- MODEL

AND

This section describes the procedures which produce the 2D-model image and the
segmentation image of a photo. The procedures have been implemented in the SPIM
System and they are fundamental parts of its architecture. For this reason the SPIM+
system continues using them.

5.1.1

V IEWSHED C ALCULATION

Firstly, the Viewshed Calculation procedure takes place. The term Viewshed is
defined as an area of land, water or other environmental element that is visible to the
human eye from a fixed point. Here, the human eye is the camera lens and the visible
area is only computed for a specific direction and angle.
The algorithm is a modified version of the direct method for visible area
computation presented in Franklin et al. [54]. The algorithm traces rays that begin
from the user, follow the direction of the camera and are within the angle of view. At
regular intervals, it determines if the current GPS position is visible from the point of
view and checks if a semantic object is visible at this position. Whenever the
visibility becomes broken following a visible area, a new visible point is found and
recorded. The visibility information is stored in suitable data structures.
The Viewshed Calculation algorithm (Algorithm 2) takes as input the headings
corresponding to the start and end of the angle of view, the elevation and GPS
coordinates of the point where the user is standing, the number of rays to be casted
and the maximum distance for each ray to search for visible areas. The output is a
vector containing all the information about each ray cast.
The distance covered in each interval is variable. Near the user, more detail about the
visible areas and individuals is required and the interval is small. When the ray
moves farther, the intervals are getting bigger. For example, we start with an interval
of 2 meters length. Then, gradually as the distance becomes larger than 20km, the
interval gets increased to 20 meters.
A Great Circle Calculator provides the next GPS position according to the distance
and direction from the point of view. The elevation, the individuals located and the
height of this point are computed.
The tangent of the angle between the horizontal line parallel to the level of the User
and the line that connects the User and the current position is calculated. This is the
view angle and its tangent is used for the construction of the 2D model image.
To determine if a point is visible to the observer or not, the Line of Sight (LOS)
function (13) is used [55].
(13)

Right after computing the LOS, the algorithm compares its value to the current
point's height. If LOS is greater or equal to the current point's height, then the point
is considered visible. In this case, information about the visible individuals at this
point and the view tangent calculated beforehand are stored in the data structures of
the current ray.
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After this step, the ray is added to the vector of rays, which is the output of the
algorithm. When all the rays have been cast, the algorithm ends. Then, all the needed
information to create the 2D model image of the photo has been collected.
Algorithm 2 - Viewshed Calculation
Input:
Integer StartAngle, EndAngle, UserHeight, NumOfRays, KMLimit
GPSPoint OriginPoint
Output:
Vector<Ray> Rays
Begin
//Local variable declarations
GPSPoint CurrentPoint = null;
Integer CurrentAngle = StartAngle, CurrentHeight = ‐1, CurrentHeading =
StartHeading, CurrentIteration = 0;
Ray CurrentRay = new Ray();
Boolean Descending = False;
Double CurrentDistance = 0.0, PreviousDistance = 0.0, CurrentTan = 0.0, LOS
= 0.0,
AngleStep = (StartAngle ‐ EndAngle) / NumOfRays;
Vector Footprints = new Vector();
//for each ray
while(CurrentIteration < NumOfRays){
CurrentIteration++;
//for each GPS point located "CurrentDistance" kilometers away from
//the camera up to KMLimit kilometers away
while(CurrentDistance < KMLimit){
//calculates the distance to the next position in the ray
CurrentDistance += getKMStep(CurrentDistance);
//moves to the next GPS position following the ray, according to the current
//angle of the ray and the distance from the camera
CurrentPoint = getNextGPSPoint(OriginPoint, CurrentAngle,
CurrentDistance);
//finds the elevation at the current position and current distance, taking also
//into account the curvature of the Earth
CurrentHeight = getElevation(CurrentPoint, CurrentDistance);
//finds which individual footprints are located in the current position
Footprints = getFootprintsAtPoint(CurrentPoint);
//returns the height of the highest footprint in the current position to compute
//the height of the current position
CurrentHeight += getHighestFootprintHeight(Footprints);
//calculates the tangent of the angle the camera views the current position
//(CurrentDistance is converted to meters)
CurrentTan = (CurrentHeight ‐ UserHeight) / (CurrentDistance*1000);
//calculates the line of sight function
LOS = getLineOfSight(LOS, UserHeight, CurrentDistance, PreviousDistance,
CurrentHeight);
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if(LOS ≤ CurrentHeight){ //the current point is visible
//finds which footprints are visible and adds their information to the ray
CurrentRay.findAndAddVisibleFootprints(Footprints);
if(Descending == True){ //The ray was descending, but now it is ascending
Descending = False;
} //end if
else{ //(LOS > CurrentHeight) – the current point is not visible
//if the ray was ascending but now isn't, a visible peak has been found
if(Descending == False){
//stores the tangent of the current view (used for creating the 2D model)
CurrentRay.addVisiblePeak(CurrentTan);
Descending = True;
} //end if
} //end else
//stores the previous distance for use in the next step
PreviousDistance = CurrentDistance;
} //end of inner while
//proceeds to the next angle for the next ray
CurrentAngle += AngleStep;
CurrentDistance = PreviousDistance = 0.0;
Descending = False;
Rays.add(CurrentRay);
}
End

Figure 16 and 17 show a photo and its 2D-model image created with the
aforementioned algorithm.

FIGURE 16: U SER P HOTO
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FIGURE 17:2D M ODEL I MAGE

5.1.2

I M AGE S EGMENTATION

Image segmentation is the second procedure. Its aim is to facilitate the
detection of geographic features on the picture. The image is segmented into
regions, using the statistical region merging method by Nock and Nielsen
[56]. The authors provide a simple but effective region growing method that
can be parameterized to define the limits of how easily the regions are
merged. The segmentation is performed on a scaled version of the original
image to make the computation faster. Figure 18 shows the image
segmentation of the photo of Figure 16 using this method.

FIGURE 18: I MAGE S EGMENTATION
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5.2 S KYLINE OR R IDGELINE
Skyline is the line on which the Sky and the Earth's surface appear to meet.
A ridge is a geological feature that features a chain of mountains or hills that are of a
continuous elevated crest for some distance. Here, the Ridgeline refers to the line on
which the Sky and the ridge meet each other.
The initial SPIM system uses this kind of lines in order to register the images. The
implementation is briefly described below.
 2D-model image
Having completed the Viewshed Calculation, the Viewshed Calculation algorithm
has collected all the necessary information and creates the 2D model image of the
picture.
The first step is detecting the Skyline. The skyline is defined as the set of visible
points with the highest view tangent for all the rays. The Ridgeline is detected by
following the Skyline points belonging to an individual that represents a mountain.
Figures 19 and 20 show a photo and its 2D-model image. In Figure 19 the Ridgeline
is marked with red color in order to become clear which this line is.

FIGURE 19: U SER P HOTO
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FIGURE 20: D ETECTION OF S KYLINE - R IDGELINE

 Segmentation image
The next step is to detect the Skyline (and Ridgeline) from the Segmentation image.
There is a general assumption that the Sky is the topmost region of the image.
However, this assumption is not always true. Sometimes there are two or more
regions that belong to the sky, which are either small obstacles (for example clouds)
in the way or other major obstructions. The algorithm presented here (SkyDetector)
utilizes heuristics and focuses on solving this problem.
Initially, the first sky region is discovered and established by checking the topmost
row of pixels and detecting the best candidate sky region. SkyDetector then scans the
Segmentation image from the top, one column of pixels at a time, and detects
regions where the sky region is interrupted during the scan and then found again
below them in the Segmentation image. These regions have a higher probability of
being obstacles such as clouds and are merged with the sky region if they interrupt
the scanning too much. Whenever a new region is merged with the sky region, the
algorithm scans the image from the beginning. It ends when there are no candidate
obstacle regions detected during a complete scan of the image.
Extracting the Skyline points from the resulting Sky region is as simple as taking the
lowest pixel of each pixel column that belongs to the Sky region. As with the 2D
model skyline case, points that break the smoothness of the skyline are discarded at a
later step. Figures 21 and 22 show the effect of the SkyDetector algorithm. In the
first figure, the variable colors of the sky are divided into several regions.
SkyDetector determines that these regions belong to the Sky and merges them. It
returns the segmentation result of the second figure.
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FIGURE 21: S EGMENTATION I MAGE

FIGURE 22: D ETECTION OF A S INGLE S KY R EGION AND E XTRACTION OF THE S KYLINE R IDGELINE
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5.3 C OASTLINE
The Coastline is the line at which the land and the sea appear to meet. In this
section we present the coastline detection algorithms for both the 2D-model and
segmentation images.

 2D-model image
Detecting the Coastline in the 2D-model image is quite easy. The procedure
promises the existence of a semantic individual which represents the Sea. The
algorithm scans the 2D-model image from the top, by one column of pixels at a time.
For each column, it records the first pixel in which it detects the semantic individual
“SEA” and continues until it finds the last pixel that belongs to the semantic
individual “SEA”, which also records. Finally, it collects all the last pixels from all
the columns. This collection of pixels forms the Coastline. Figure 23 shows the
procedure of Coastline detection on 2D-model image.

FIGURE 23: C OASTLINE D ETECTION
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 Segmentation image
A heuristic algorithm has been implemented for the detection of the Coastline in the
Segmentation image. The algorithm is called LandDetector and it detects the land
regions in the image and merges them properly.
The algorithm scans all the regions of the image and filters them according to two
criteria, the RedPrevalence and the GreenBlueDifference. RedPrevalence filters out
all regions in which the red component of the color model prevails over both the
green and blue components over a predefined threshold value. This procedure
excludes the regions that do not have the brown land color. However, there is a
possibility that there are some regions that have a strong red component and are not
land regions. The job of the GreenBlueDifference criterion is to filter out these
regions. It has been found experimentally that the color of the land has the following
characteristic: the green component is always stronger than the blue one.
LandDetector takes that information into account and removes the regions that do
not have a strong green component over the blue one, leaving the regions that truly
represent the land. They are then merged accordingly.
It has been noticed that the color of regions that represent Land is a set of different
shades of brown. The shades of brown, according to the RGB color model, have the
following characteristics: the Red Component is greater than the other two
Components (Green and Blue) and also the Green Component is greater than Blue
Component. Therefore, the LandDetector algorithm, whose implementation is based
on this logic, detects successively the Land regions and merges them properly.
The LandDetector algorithm returns one region which represents Land area. Then
we scan this region bottom-up by one column of pixels at a time. For each column,
we record the last Land pixel. Finally, we collect all the last pixels from all the
columns. This collection of pixels forms the Coastline. Figure 24 shows the
procedure of Coastline detection on segmentation image.

FIGURE 24: D ETECTION OF A S INGLE L AND R EGION AND E XTRACTION OF THE C O ASTLINE

Figure 25 depicts the activity diagram of the Land Detection Algorithm. It is worth
mentioning that the algorithm checks if the image contains land regions right in front
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of the User. More precisely it checks if the last pixel on the bottom right of the
image is Blue. If the specific pixel is Blue then it means that right in front of the
User there is Sea.

FIGURE 25: A CTIVITY D IAGRAM OF THE L AND D ETECTION A LGORITHM
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5.4 A FTER THE S EA C OASTLINE
The After the Sea Coastline is the line at which the sea and the mountains appear to
meet.
This line is not always distinguishable in the segmentation image. There are cases
that it is not distinguishable at all, there are cases that it is distinguishable in its
whole and there are cases that only a part of it, it is distinguishable.

 2D-model image
Detecting the After the Sea Coastline in the 2D-model image is quite easy. The
procedure premises the existence of a semantic individual which represents Sea. The
algorithm scans the 2D-model image from the top, by one column of pixels at a time.
For each column, it records the first pixel in which it detects the semantic individual
“SEA”. Finally, it collects all these pixels from all the columns. This collection of
pixels forms the After the Sea Coastline. Figure 26 shows the procedure of Coastline
detection on the 2D-image. The Opposite of the User Coastline is painted red.

FIGURE 26: A FTER THE S EA C OASTLINE D ETECTION
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 Segmentation image

In the Segmentation picture it is quite difficult to detect correctly the region that
represents a Sea individual. One may think at first that a region with blue color is
highly expected to be a sea region. However, there are many cases of photos where,
besides the region or regions that represent sea, mountain regions are also blue,
different shades of blue but still blue. So the logic: find the blue regions of the
Segmentation image and merge them in order to form the Sea region will not always
function properly. This way, the possibility of a bad Sea region detection is high
enough since the final region which will represent the Sea will have embedded
regions that represent mountains too.
By observing the segmentation images of a big set of nature digital photos, a better
solution to the problem was found. We observed that the part of the sea region in
which the sun enlightened more has two important characteristics and we took
advantage of them. Firstly, in the segmentation image, the part of the Sea which is
enlightened more by the Sun forms a separate region which represents this part of
the Sea properly. Secondly, the color lightness value of this region is the highest of
all the other blue regions and it is greater than 50. This second fact determines the
criterion used in detecting the enlightened by the Sun Sea region.
A heuristic algorithm has been implemented for the detection of the aforementioned
region. The algorithm is called SeaLightDetector. It uses the Sunlight parameter, to
which we referred in the third chapter. The logic of the algorithm is the following:
 Use the information about the position of the Sun relative to the User
and decide which part of the photo is enlightened by the Sun.
 Find the blue regions in this part (blue regions that represent Sky are already
excluded).
 Convert their RGB6 color values to HSL7 color values.
 Calculate their lightness values.
 Sort them in descending order, based on their lightness value. (The region with
the highest lightness value is first in the order).
 Check if the first region neighbors with the shore. If yes, then this is the region
we are looking for. If not, check the next region.
 The algorithm continues until it finds a region with lightness value greater than
50, which also neighbors with the shore. If there is not such a region it returns
the null value.
The procedure takes into account the regions with a lightness value greater than 50.
Lightness is represented as percentage. 0% lightness means black color, 100%
lightness means white, and 50% lightness means “normal”. Apparently lighter
colorations, which we look for, have lightness values between 50 and 100.
Figure 27 depicts the activity diagram of the SeaLightDetector algorithm.

6
7

Red, Green, Blue
Hue, Saturation, Lightness
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FIGURE 27: A CTIVITY D IAGRAM OF THE S EAL IGHT D ETECTOR A LGORITHM

When this algorithm returns, we have detected the enlightened by the Sun part of the
Sea. Then we scan this region bottom-up in order to extract its upper boundary. This
boundary represents the After the Sea Coastline.
Following figures “cast a light” on the whole procedure.
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FIGURE 28: U SER P HOTO

When the User captured the above picture the Sun was on his left. This means that
the Sun enlightens more the left part of the photo. This fact is quite obvious when
you look the above photo.
Let see what happens in the segmentation image of this photo, which is depicted in
Figure 29.

FIGURE 29: S EGMENTATION I MAGE OF THE P HOTO OF F IGURE 28

Initially, it is confirmed by a human eye that the left part of this image has lighter
colors. At this point it has been decided by the algorithm that it will seek for a light
sea region at the left part of the image.
The candidates to be sea regions are marked in the Figure 30.
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FIGURE 30: T HE C ANDIDATE S EA R EGIONS E NLIGHTENED BY THE S UN

These three regions have the Color characteristics presented in Table 1.
Region
1
2
3

R
118
110
160

G
131
118
164

B
160
164
171

Lightness
52
47
65

TABLE 1:R EGIONS C OLOR C HARACTERISTICS

The SeaLightDetector algorithm sorts the regions as is shown inTable 2.
Region
3
1
2

R
160
118
110

G
164
131
118

B
171
160
164

Lightness
65
52
47

TABLE 2:S ORTING OF THE R EGIONS

Then it examines the first region (region 3). Its lightness value (65) is greater than
50, so the algorithm continues. It checks if the region neighbors with the coast.
Region 3 does not fulfill this criterion so the algorithm goes on. The next region
which is examined is region 1. Its lightness value (52) is greater than 50 and it is also
bordered to the coast. Therefore region 1 is the region we are looking for and the
algorithm returns. Figure 31 shows the result of the algorithm.
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FIGURE 31: T HE O UTCOME OF THE S EAL IGHT D ETECTOR A LGORITHM

At this point, the SeaLightDetector algorithm has detected the enlightened from the
sun part of sea. Then we scan this region bottom-up by one column of pixels at a
time. For each column, we record the last pixel of the region. Finally, we collect all
the last pixels from all the columns. This collection of pixels forms the After the Sea
Coastline. Figure 32 shows the extraction of the aforementioned line, which is
colored in red.

FIGURE 32: T HE A FTER THE S EA C O ASTLINE E XTRACTION
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A significant detail is that, in the Segmentation image, the After the Sea Coastline
extracted, is a part of the whole line, while in the 2D-model image, the particular line
is extracted wholly. Given that both the images (the Segmentation image and the 2Dmodel image) have the same dimensions, we find the coordinates of the pointspixels at which the short line begins and ends and then we cut the long line at these
points. Thus, from both the images we take the correct line.

5.5 I SLAND U PPER L INE
An island is any piece of land that is surrounded from water. The Island Line is a
closed curve (a circle) at which the island appears to meet with the water. The Island
Upper Line is the arc of the upper semicircle of this circle.

 2D-model image
Detecting the Island Upper Line in the 2D-model image is quite easy. The procedure
promises the existence of a semantic individual which represents an Island. The
algorithm scans the 2D-model image from the top, by one column of pixels at a time.
For each column, it records the first pixel in which it detects the semantic individual
“ISLAND”. Finally, it collects all these pixels from all the columns. This collection
of pixels forms the Island Upper Line. Figure 33 shows the procedure of Island
Upper Line detection. The Island Upper Line is painted red.

FIGURE 33: T HE I SLAND U PPER L INE
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 Segmentation image

In the Segmentation picture it is quite difficult to detect correctly the region that
represents an Island individual. Two criteria are taken into account, the color of the
region and the area of the region. By observing the segmentation images of a big set
of nature digital photos, we saw that the color of the region which represents the
Island belongs to the grayscale. Moreover, the area of the Island is already known
from the 2D-model image.
A heuristic algorithm has been implemented for the detection of the Island region.
The algorithm is called IslandDetector. It has been developed in order to detect
regions with gray color and area equal to the area occupied by the “ISLAND”
Individual in the 2D-model image.
The logic of the algorithm is the following:




Find the gray regions.
Calculate their area.
Find the gray region whose area is sufficiently equal to the area of the
“ISLAND” Individual in the 2D-model image.

The IslandDetector algorithm returns one region which represents an Island area.
Figure 23 shows the Island Region detection. The contour of island is painted pink.

FIGURE 34: I SLAND R EGION D ETECTION

Then we scan this region bottom-up by one column of pixels at a time. For each
column, we record the last Island pixel. Finally, we collect all the last pixels from all
the columns. This collection of pixels forms the Island Upper line.
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Figure 35 shows the procedure of Island Upper Line detection. The Island Upper
Line is painted purple.

FIGURE 35: I SLAND U PPER L INE D ETECTION

5.6 S UMMARY
This chapter presented the procedures which are followed in order to generate not
only more inputs for the image registration algorithms but also more consistent
inputs. The image registration is affected by algorithms which match the line
segments. So, in this chapter it becomes clear which lines are used by the image
registration algorithm and how they are detected.
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6. I MAGE R EGISTRATION A LGORITHM
Image Registration is the process of spatially aligning two or more images of a
scene. The process in effect establishes a point-by-point correspondence between the
images.
Typically, one image, called the base image or reference image, is considered the
reference to which the other images, called input images, are compared. The image
registration objective is to align the input image with the base image by applying a
spatial transformation to the input image. The differences between the input image
and the output image might have occurred as a result of terrain relief and other
changes in perspective when imaging the same scene from different viewpoints.
Lens and other internal sensor distortions, or differences between sensors and sensor
types, can also cause distortion.
As we have already mentioned, the third part of the photo to semantic map
conversion deals with Image Registration. It consists of the matching algorithm,
which determines the transformation parameters and applies the transformation to
the input image. The matching algorithm approximates the extracted boundaries of
the individuals from both the photo and the 2D model with line segments. Then it
tries to find the optimal match between the line segments. The optimal match
provides the best fit transformation for transforming the 2D-model image to fit the
photo properly. LineSegmentMatcher is called several times with slightly different
parameters and the best result is kept. The matching method is the "Steepest Descent
Local Search", as described in Beveridge and Riseman [57] and it is described in
Section 5.1.

6.1 T HE L INE S EGMENT M ATCHING A LGORITHM
The 2D model image construction algorithm and the segmentation algorithm provide
the boundaries of any individual as a set of pixel points. The LineSegmentMatcher
functions with line segments, so the point sets must be approximated as line
segments. The line segments corresponding to the point sets of the 2D model are
called model line segments, while the line segments corresponding to the point sets
from the segmentation algorithm are called data line segments.
The method used for approximating point sets as line segments is based on the
method proposed by Mohamed Ali Said [58]. It works by computing the upper or
lower convex hull of the point set as an initial approximation and computes an error
function that compares the perpendicular distance of the points from the line
segments that approximate them. If the distance is greater than the specified
tolerance, the alternate convex hull is used for further approximation of the points.
Figure 36 shows how the algorithm works for the point set of Figure 36A. First, the
upper convex hull is computed between the first and the last point, as shown in
Figure 36B and provides a rough approximation. Since most of the points are distant
from the approximated line segments, the alternate convex hull needs to be
computed for the points between these line segments. The result is shown in Figure
36C. The algorithm continues calculating the alternate convex hulls until all the
points are close enough to their corresponding approximated line segments,
according to the error tolerance value. The upper convex hull for the first three
points is computed in Figure 36D for a more detailed approximation. This is only an
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example; in reality, the approximations should produce line segments that are long
enough for the registration algorithm to work efficiently.

FIGURE 36: L INE S EGMENT A PPROXIMATION E XAMPLE . A) I NITIAL P OINT S ET . B)
A PPROXIMATION B ASED ON C OMPUTING THE U PPER C ONVEX H ULL . C) F URTHER
A PPROXIMATION A FTER C OMPUTING THE L O WER C ONVEX H ULL . D) F INAL A PPROXIMATION
U SING THE U PPER C ONVEX H ULL A GAIN FOR THE 3 F IRST P OINTS .

After the approximation, an initial estimation of the matches between the model line
segments and the data line segments along with the total error for this estimate is
computed. This estimation is composed of a set of matched line segment pairs with
each pair containing one model line segment and one data line segment. From now
on the LineSegmentMatcher is ready to begin the iterations. In each iteration, a line
segment pair is either added to (if it is not in the current estimation) or removed from
(if it is already in the estimation) the matched set temporarily and the total error is
again calculated for each case independently.
The addition and/or removal of the line segment pair that produces the least total
error is permanently chosen for the best match for this iteration and is added or
removed accordingly. The algorithm then moves to the next iteration and performs
the same steps using the new set of line segment pair matches, until a constant
number of iterations has passed or the algorithm converges, which means that the
total error cannot decrease anymore.
The total error comprises of the following components:
Fit error: It measures how well the model line segments fit the data line segments.
This error metric (EP) measures and adds the perpendicular distance between each
chosen line segment pair. The greater the distance, the greater the fit error becomes.
The fit error value is computed according to (14):
(14)
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is the cumulative length over all the matched data line segments, is the length
of the i‐th data line segment and is the number of matched pairs. ui1/ui2 are the
perpendicular distances from the endpoints 1 and 2 of a data line segment i to the
corresponding infinitely extended model line segment i. The derivation and details of
this error metric are provided in Beveridge and Riseman [13]. The authors
alternatively used the integrated squared perpendicular distance, which is not just
endpoint based, but also takes into account the whole line segment. This distance
was tried by LineSegmentMatcher with no success and the endpoint based distance
was used instead. The authors also defined the omission error which penalizes
matches where few model line segments participate in the final match. The omission
error was not used for LineSegmentMatcher because the model line segments are not
necessarily all correct and in some cases some of them need to be excluded from the
final match without penalty.
Scale error: It discourages transformations that have a very large or very small scale
factor s, since the 2D-model image has similar scale to the photo.
–
(15)
The error function allows for a parameter r that allows a specific range of scale
values not to produce any error at all. If the scale change grows or shrinks beyond r,
then the error grows in proportion to the relative change in scale. The scale error is
defined as the transformation error in Beveridge and Riseman [13].
Rotation error: It discourages unlikely rotations for the match. The higher the
rotation, the larger the rotation error that is computed as shown in (16). This metric
also allows a small range of rotation values to produce small error values:
(16)
The parameter r and the angle are in degrees. The scale error is defined as the
transformation error in Beveridge and Riseman [13].
The steepest descent local search iterates having as guides the above error metrics.
One disadvantage of this method is that it can converge in local optima instead of the
best fit. The fit error defines how the search finds the best fit, while scale and
rotation errors help the algorithm avoid falling into local optima. When the iterations
complete, a final fit transformation has been computed. It provides values for
translating, rotating and scaling the 2D model image to fit properly in the user photo.
Finally, the fit transformation calculated from the aforementioned algorithm is
applied on all the pixels of the 2D-model image. Then, the individuals are extracted
from the image one by one by finding their bounding boxes, saving them as images
and storing their coordinates. Afterwards, they are superimposed on the photo.
Figure 37 presents the visualization of the newly created photo/semantic map using
the familiar user photo of Figure 16. The individuals present in the 2D model are
now placed on top of the photo in their correct location.
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FIGURE 37: U SER P HOTO A S A S EMANTIC M AP

6.2 S UMMARY
This chapter described how the image registration takes place. Specifically, it was
explained how the correspondence between selected image features is determined
and how the transformation parameters are derived from the corresponding feature
points. It was also explained how the 2D-model image is transformed and overlaid
on the base image.
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7. E XPERIMENTS
This chapter describes the experiments we performed in order to improve the
original algorithm of SPIM.

7.1 E XPERIMENTS WITH E DGE P ROCESSING
A LGORITHMS
The edge processing algorithms (see Chapter 4 for details) were developed in order
to generate more data inputs (lines) for the image registration algorithm. This section
shows the results of the image registration algorithm using these data inputs, on the
images that comprise the training set.

Training Set Description
To begin with, the training set we used consists of 46 nature images. All of the 46
photos contained land areas right in front of the user as well as sea areas, but only 13
of them contained enlightened from the sun sea areas, 44 contained islands and 14
contained distinguishable ridgelines.
Table 3 shows the results of the application of the SkyDetector, LandDetector,
SeaLightDetector and IslandDetector algorithms. In particular it shows in how many
images of the training set, ridgeline, coastline, after the sea coastline and island line
were detected correctly. In 30% of the images ridgeline is detected correctly whereas
coastline is correctly detected in all (100%) images.

Individuals
Ridgeline
Coastline
AftertheSea
Coastline
Island line

Correctly Detected
14
46
13

Percentage
30%
100%
100%

10

22%

TABLE 3: T RAINING S ET R ESULTS I

Experiments on the Training Set
Then we made the following image registration experiments on the training set:
1. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm only with the ridgeline.
2. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm only with the coastline.
3. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm with both the ridgeline and
the coastline.
4. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm only with the After the Sea
Coastline.
5. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm only with the upper island
line.
6. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm with both the coastline and
the after the Sea Coastline.
7. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm with both the coastline and
the upper island line.
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Our aim was to manipulate the matching algorithm to produce high quality semantic
maps from the photos. The measure for determining the quality of the semantic maps
is, besides the visual perception, the matching error value. The matching algorithm
returns a fit transformation that is used to transform the points of the 2D model so
that the 2D model fits properly in the user photo. Afterwards, the average vertical
pixel distance between the corresponding lines that used by the matching algorithm
is computed. The average vertical pixel distance error is used as a measure for
determining the best call of the matching algorithm and consequently the best fit
transformation. If its value is less than 2 then most of the times the semantic map is
of good quality.
The table below summarizes the results for the five aforementioned experiments.
Experiment
1
2
3
6
7

#Photos with AverageVerticalPixelDistance error <
2
14
37
6
6
10

TABLE 4:T RAINING S ET R ESULTS II

Conclusions
The conclusions reached by these experiments are:
1. Image registration with the ridgeline is precarious in cases where the image
context contains clouds, fog etc. In these cases, the ridgeline extracted from the
segmentation image is not of a good quality and thus it affects the matching
algorithm negatively. At this point it should be noted that the lines extracted
from the 2D-model image are always of a good quality. Figures 44-47 are
illustrative.
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FIGURE 38: U SER P HOTO

Figure 38 is a typical example proving the conclusion stated above.
It is obvious on Figure 39 that the ridgeline is not of a good quality whereas the
coastline is.

FIGURE 39: S EGMENTATION I MAGE

Figure 40 depicts the result of image registration using the ridgeline.
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FIGURE 40: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH R IDGELINE

Figure 41 shows the result of image registration using the coastline.

FIGURE 41: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH C O ASTLINE

2. If image registration succeeds using either the ridgeline or the coastline, then the
final result will be much better if both these lines are given as inputs to the
matching algorithm. Figures 42-46 show this fact.
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FIGURE 42: U SER P HOTO

FIGURE 43: S EGMENTATION I MAGE

Figure 44 is the result of image registration using the ridgeline.
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FIGURE 44: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH R IDGELINE

Figure 45 is the result of image registration using the coastline.

FIGURE 45: I MAGE R EGISTRATION W ITH THE C OASTLINE

Figure 46 is the result of image registration using both the ridgeline and the
coastline. It is obvious that the semantic map created this way is of better quality.
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FIGURE 46: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH B OTH THE C O ASTLINE AND THE R IDGELINE

3. After the Sea Coastline and Island Upper line are lines with small length. Image
registration supplying the matching algorithm either only with the After the Sea
Coastline or with only the Island Upper line does not have acceptable results. A
short line is divided into little line segments which are quite similar to each other
and as a result the matching algorithm is confused and does not function properly.
It cannot decide which segments must be matched as all the segments look alike.
Figures 47-49 confirm this conclusion.

FIGURE 47: U SER P HOTO
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FIGURE 48: S EGMENTATION I MAGE

FIGURE 49: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH THE I SLAND U PPER L INE

4. Image registration supplying the matching algorithm with both a long line
(ridgeline or coastline) and a short line (Island Upper line or After the Sea
Coastline) of good quality has better results. Thus, it is confirmed that supplying
the matching algorithm with two lines than one, produces better results. Figures
50-57 are illustrative.
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Image Registration with both the coastline and the island upper line:

FIGURE 50: U SER P HOTO

FIGURE 51: S EGMENTATION I MAGE
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FIGURE 52: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH ONLY THE C O ASTLINE

FIGURE 53: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH B OTH THE C O ASTLINE AND THE I SLAND U PPER L INE

Image Registration with both the coastline and the After the Sea Coastline:
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FIGURE 54: U SER P HOTO

FIGURE 55: S EGMENTATION I MAGE
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FIGURE 56: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH O NLY THE C O ASTLINE

FIGURE 57: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH B OTH THE C O ASTLINES
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7.2 M ULTIPLYING THE I MAGE H EIGHT
Multiplying the height of the image and keeping its width fixed leads to the
creation of an oblong image. The boundaries of the semantic individuals extracted
from such an image are lines with excessive ups and downs. Eventually, the line
segments that shape such a line are quite different to each other. This experiment
tests if these refitted line segments help the matching algorithm to function more
properly.

Experimental Setup
At first, we tried to multiply the height dimension of 5 images. These images have
distinguishable ridgelines. When the image has its initial dimensions, image
registration with the ridgelines occurs with satisfactory success.
Then we resized the images by multiplying their height with a factor (2,3,4,5,6,7) .
For each factor, we provided the matching algorithm with the new “wavier”
ridgelines. The matching algorithm then returned a fit transformation that was used
to transform the ridgeline of the 2D model so that the 2D model fits properly in the
user photo. Afterwards, the average vertical pixel distance between the
corresponding ridgelines was computed. This was used as a measure for determining
the best call of the matching algorithm and consequently the best fit transformation.
Table 5 shows the average vertical distance match error for every multiplication.
Photo
#367
#355
#380
#382
#384

x1
0,95
2,12
1,01
1,37
1,86

x2
1,26
0,68
0,70
1,42
0,82

x3
0,85
0,59
1,03
2,95
1,63

x4
0,92
0,73
0,61
0,65
0,51

x5
0,75
1,16
1,43
0,93
0,49

x6
1,29
1,14
1,13
1,05
0,89

x7
1,48
2,05
1,84
0,67
3,65

TABLE 5: M ULTIPLICATIONS A ND A VERAGE V ERTICAL D ISTANCE M ATCH E RROR

The column x1 refers to the errors that occur when the image has its initial
dimensions. Column x2 includes the errors that occur when the height of the image
is multiplied by 2, column x3 includes the errors that occur when the height of the
image is multiplied by 3 etc.
As we can see, multiplying the height of the image by up to 5, gives us smaller
match errors. Multiplication with 6 and 7 did not give any better results so that led us
to stop the research at this point and not try multiplication with 8, 9, 10 etc.
Figures 58-60 demonstrate the above procedures.
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FIGURE 58: U SER P HOTO

FIGURE 59: I MAGE REGISTRATION WITH THE I NITIAL R IDGELINES
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FIGURE 60: I MAGE R EGISTRATION WITH THE M ULTIPLIED BY 3 R IDGELINES

Figure 60 shows that matching the multiplied by 3 ridgelines has produced a
semantic map of better quality than this of Figure 67. Focus on the ridgeline and on
how well the layer that represents the mountains has covered the “real” mountains of
the photo.
This technique has an effect only on ridgelines, since the ridgelines are “wavy” lines
from the beginning. What happens to them is that they become wavier. The
coastlines consist of long horizontal segments and by multiplying them the only
thing that changes is the y-coordinate value of their points and not their shape.
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7.3 E XPERIMENTS ON THE Q P ARAMETER
As we have already mentioned, image segmentation is attained using the statistical
region merging method by Nock and Nielsen[56]. It concerns a fast and robust
algorithm that can be parameterized in order to segment an image into regions of
similar color.
The algorithm starts with one region per pixel and then applies a statistical test on
neighboring regions. If the color expectations of neighboring regions are sufficiently
similar enough then the regions are merged. This process continues until all the
pixels are allocated to a region.
An interesting parameter of the algorithm is the Q parameter. The tuning of this
parameter allows controlling the number of the regions in the segmented image. The
smaller the value of Q is, the smaller the number of the regions in the resulting
segmentation image. Another remarkable fact is that as Q increases, the regions
found are getting smaller, but they represent more accurately the real regions of the
initial image.
Apparently, the Q parameter plays a decisive role in the outcome of the
segmentation algorithm. The more precise the result of the segmentation is, the more
accurately the image registration will be done. In order to see how the tuning of
parameter Q influences the performance of the image registration, we conducted a
series of experiments.
Figure 61 shows some segmentation images which have different values of the Q
parameter.
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Q=100

Q=150

Q=200

Q=250

Q=300

Q=350

Q=400

Q=450

Q=500

Q=550

Q=600

Q=650

FIGURE 61: S EGMENTATION I MAGES WITH D IFFERENT Q

Experimental Setup
The experiment is based on a dataset of 40 nature images. The Q parameter takes
values from zero to one thousand (0-1000). The Q value that the SPIM system uses
is Q=100. Having as an incentive to see if increasing the Q value we will get better
results, we decided to evaluate the system performance for the following Q values:
150,200,…,650,700. For each value of Q we recorded the performance of the image
registration algorithm.
The evaluation results and the conclusions drawn are presented in the diagrams and
the discussions that follow.
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Conclusions

Successful Image Registration
40
35
# Photos

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700
ridgeline 14 17 16 17 15 16 12 12 10 11 12 10 7
coastline 37 35 30 27 25 24 19 20 19 23 17 16 16
FIGURE 62: S UCCESSFUL I MAGE R EGISTRATION

The diagram of Figure 62 shows the number of successively registered images for
each value of the Q parameter, using for the line matching either the ridgeline or the
coastline.
Notes:
 When the value of the Q parameter increases, the segmentation image of each
photo obtains more regions with a slight color difference among them and smaller
size. This causes many conflicts. The most important is that the detection
algorithms (sky, sea, land) face greater difficulty to converge. This way the
System is being less stable.
 For the case of Image Registration using the coastline, Q=100 is proved to be the
better choice, since 37 photos out of 40 are registered successively.
 For the case of Image Registration using the ridgeline, Q=150 or Q=250 are
proved to be better choices, since 17 photos out of 40 are registered successively
while with Q=100 only 14 photos out of 40 are registered successively.
 For Q values between 350 and 700 the performance of the System falls off.
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The following diagram shows the number of photos in which the enlightened sea
regions were successively detected for each Q parameter value.

Enlightened Sea Regions Detection
Success
#Photos

20
15
10
5

0

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

Enligtened Sea Regions
7
Detection
Correct Detection
7

9

13 15 15 13 16 10 11 10 18 17 12

9

9

13 14 10 11 10

9

10 10

8

8

FIGURE 63: E NLIGHTENED S EA R EGIONS D ETECTION S UCCESS

Notes:
 The Enlightened Sea Regions have the characteristic that theirs lightness value
remains constantly the highest of all of the other regions. So the detection of them
does not easily fail.
 As the Q parameter increases the size of the regions is getting smaller and that is
the reason why the success falls off. A smaller region with the highest lightness
value in the segmentation image not always represents a correct region of real
Sea.
 For Q=300 we take better results. Correct detection takes place in 14 out of 40
photos.
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The following diagram shows the number of photos in which island region was
successively detected for each Q parameter value.

Island Detection Success
30

#Photos

25
20
15
10
5
0

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700
Island Detection
19 20 24 25 22 24 22 21 21 21 18 16 19
Correct Island Detection 10 10 12 10 7 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 0
FIGURE 64: I SLAND D ETECTION S UCCESS

Notes:
 The Island Region is detected using the criterion of its area, based on the
percentage of pixels it covers over the sum of pixels of the photo. This is a rather
precarious criterion because as the Q parameter increases, the size of the regions
is getting smaller and their number is getting bigger. This fact brings confusion to
the Island Detection Algorithm. It cannot decide which region is the region that
represents the Island region.
 For Q=200 we take better results. Correct detection takes place in 12 out of 40
photos.
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7.4 T HE SPIM+ M AIN A LGORITHM
This section introduces as the new SPIM algorithm, the SPIM+ main algorithm. This
algorithm arose from the conclusions reached by all the aforementioned experiments.
The SPIM+ Main Algorithm incorporates all the conclusions that we have gathered.
It is called 5 times, one for each Q value. In the beginning it tries image registration
with every line that has been detected. It estimates the final result by calculating the
average vertical pixel distance error and if the value of this error is less than 2, then
the corresponding line is of good quality. Afterwards it stores the lines which have
acceptable results.
If it finds only one line of good quality then it does the image registration with this
line and returns this way the best result.
If it finds more than one line of good quality, it tries image registration with every
combination of lines. It calculates the new average vertical pixel distance error and
returns the result with the minimum error.
If among these lines is the ridgeline, then it multiplies its y-coordinates by 1,2,3,4,5
and tries image registration with every multiplied ridgeline.
Description of the algorithm is following.
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Algorithm 3 – SPIM+ Main Algorithm
Inputs: ridgeline, coastline, afterTheSeaCoastline, islandUpperLine
For (int Q=100; Q<350; Q+=50;){
For each line  Do image registration
Calculate the error
If error < 2  Store this line or these lines

If #lines >= 2 {
If (ridgeline Э lines) 
For (int i=1; i<6; i++) {
Multiply y-coordinates of the points of the ridgeline by i
Use the new ridgeline
Do image registration with every combination of the
available lines
Calculate the error
}

Store the combination that produces the minimum error
Return the corresponding result
}
Else
Return the result that corresponds to image registration with one
line that has the minimum error.
}
}

7.5 S UMMARY
This chapter presented the experiments we conducted in order to reach some
conclusions, useful for improving the performance of the initial SPIM system.
Finally, the SPIM+ Main Algorithm which derived from the conclusions we made,
was presented.
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8. S UPPORT F OR I NEXPENSIVE C AMERAS
This chapter describes the functionality added in the initial SPIM system in order to
support the processing of images that do not have in their metadata information for
compass measurement.
There are two reasons that led us to add this functionality in the system:
1.

Nowadays, the market is flooded with Smart phones. Smart phones are
equipped with digital camera and GPS receiver. So, they are capable to capture
images and add geographical identification metadata to them. These data consist
of latitude and longitude coordinates, though they can also
include altitude, bearing, distance, accuracy data, and place names. What Smart
phones produce is geotagged photographs. Even if applications for a digital
compass have already been developed, they cannot be exploited since they
cannot integrate the appropriate direction measurement in the image metadata.

2.

Buying a digital camera with integrated GPS receiver and digital compass is
rather costly. Since buying a digital camera only with an integrated GPS
receiver is a more economical choice it is more likely that the consumers will
purchase this version of the product.

8.1 M ETHODOLOGY
This section describes the methodology followed by the SPIM+ framework in order
to support inexpensive cameras. The procedure uses the main parts of the SPIM
architecture and in particular the parts of Viewshed Calculation and 2D model image
creation.
The basic idea, since we do not have compass data, is to design an image that depicts
what we see from the given location (GPS data) by looking simultaneously towards
all the possible directions. In other words, this image depicts the panoramic view
from the given location and is the new 2D model image used for image registration.
From now on, this new 2D model image is referred as Panorama.

8.1.1 P ANORAMA C ALCULATION
It should be mentioned at first that when the metadata (Exif data) of an image does
not include a value for the tag GPSDirection (which shows the Compass direction),
then the default value for this tag is 0o.
The algorithm for the Panorama Calculation, traces rays that begin from the user,
follow every possible discrete direction of the camera and are within the full angle of
view (0o – 360o). It takes as inputs the headings to the start (0 o) and end (360o) of the
full angle of view, the elevation and GPS position of the point where the user is
standing, the number of rays to be cast and the maximum distance for each ray to
search for visible areas. All the information about each ray cast is stored in
appropriate data structures and is used for drawing the Panorama.
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8.1.2

P ANORAMA D RAW ING

Having completed the Panorama calculation, the algorithm has collected all the
necessary information to create the Panorama image. The “canvas” is a white image
with width equal to the number of rays cast for the Panorama calculation and height
proportional to the vertical angle of view of the image.
Since the width of the “canvas” is equal to the number of rays cast, each column of
pixels of a “canvas” corresponds to one ray. For each visible point found in a ray, the
view tangent has been calculated. The first ray to be processed is the ray which falls
upon the central column of pixels of the “canvas” (if the resolution of the Panorama
image is (x,y) then the central column of pixels is at x/2). The first pixel to be drawn
is the central pixel of the “canvas”, with coordinates (x/2, y/2). Then all the objects
with positive view tangent are located above that pixel and all the objects with
negative view tangent are located below it. Figures 65-68 show a user photo, its
Panorama image and its 2D model image (assuming that its GPSDirection tag has a
value).

FIGURE 65:U SER P HOTO
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FIGURE 66: P ANORAMA I MAGE
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FIGURE 67:2D MODEL I MAGE GIVEN THE D IRECTION
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FIGURE 68:R ELATION B ETWEEN P ANORAMA I MAGE AND 2D MODEL I M AGE
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8.2 I MAGE R EGISTRATION U SING P ANORAMA
In this case too, Image Registration is carried out by the Line Segment Matcher
algorithm (the matching algorithm that the SPIM framework uses) which is
modified (see Algorithm 3).
The Line Segment Matcher algorithm approximates the boundaries of the semantic
individuals from both the photo and the 2D-model image with line segments. Then
it tries to find the optimal match between them. The optimal match provides the
best solution for transforming the 2D-model image to fit the photo as correctly as
possible.
In particular, at this point we have the boundaries of the semantic individuals from
the Panorama construction and Segmentation algorithms. The problem that occurs
is that the Panorama image and the Segmentation image no longer have the same
dimensions: Obviously, the Panorama image is larger. Consequently, the
boundaries of the semantic individuals from the Panorama image are longer than
the boundaries of the semantic individuals from the Segmentation image. More
precisely, the boundaries of the semantic individuals from the Segmentation image
are part of the boundaries of the semantic individuals from the Panorama image.
Figure 69 shows the relation between the boundaries of the semantic individuals
from the Panorama image and the boundaries of the semantic individuals from the
Segmentation image.
The matching algorithm takes as inputs these peculiar boundaries, normal from the
Segmentation image and longer from the Panorama image. To overcome this
peculiarity, the algorithm cuts the long line (Panorama image) in segments of equal
length to the normal line (Segmentation image). Afterwards, it checks which of
these segments matches more precisely with the appropriate line from the
Segmentation image. When the algorithm returns, the right part of the Panorama
has been found and using it the image registration takes place. The optimal match
between the line segments of the Segmentation image and the correct part of the
Panorama image gives the best fit transformation for transforming the 2D-model to
fit the photo. Figure 70 shows the result of Image Registration.
Algorithm 4 – Modified LineSegmentMatcher
int P_Width; // width of Panorama image
int S_Width; // width of Segmentation image
int PminusS; // the difference between P_Width and S_Width
int i,j; // the points to be thrown away from the Panorama boundaries, i refers to
points from the left and j to points from the right
double minMatchingError = Double.MAX_VALUE;
for(i = 0; j = PminusS; i <= PminusS; i+ = 1; j- = 1;)
{
Throw Away i points from left and j points from right
Panorama Boundaries and Segmentation Boundaries have same length
TransformationResults =
SegmentationBoundaries);

LineSegmentMatcher

MatchingError = calculateMatchingError();
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(PanoramaBoundaries,

if (MatchingError < minMatchingError){
minMatchingError = MatchingError;
bestFitTransformation = this.TransformationResults
}
}

8.3 S UMMARY
It was shown in this chapter how a photo that does not have in its metadata
information for compass measurement can be transformed into a semantic map.
The procedure includes finding a 2D model of the panoramic view from the camera
position and segmenting the photo into regions. Then the lines extracted from both
these images are processed by the matching algorithm, after a modification, in
order to provide a fit transformation to apply on the 2D model and overlay the right
footprints of the individuals on top of the photo. After these steps the semantic map
is ready.
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FIGURE 69:R ELATION BETWEEN P ANORAMA I MAGE AND S EGMENTATION I M AGE
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FIGURE 70:I MAGE R EGISTRATION U SING P ANORAMA M ODEL
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9. E VALUATION OF THE S PIM + A LGORITHMS
This chapter describes the evaluation of the algorithms developed in the SPIM+
framework. For this purpose, photos were captured and given as input to the
system. The evaluation procedure tested the image registration precision and the
quality of the semantic maps produced from the photos.

9.1 E VALUATION OF SPIM+ M AIN A LGORITHM
The evaluation procedure used the edge detection algorithms and the SPIM+ Main
algorithm on the dataset.
The dataset we used consists of 50 nature images. From the 50 photos, all
contained mountains and land areas right in front of the user, 48 contained sea
areas but only 15 contained enlightened from the sun sea areas and 21 contained
islands.
A subset of the dataset of the nature images is shown in Figure 71.

FIGURE 71: S UBSET OF THE N ATURE I MAGES

The evaluation results are presented below, followed by comments and discussion
on them.
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Ridgeline Detection
Detecting the ridgeline (in other words skyline) from the 2D view models was a
trivial task; the difficulty was in segmenting the image correctly to ensure that the
skyline can be extracted without significant errors. The segmentation algorithm
tried to detect and merge the multiple regions representing the sky and also remove
obstacles such as clouds.
Applying the segmentation algorithm on the 31 images of the dataset yielded the
following statistics:
 23 complete failures, caused by the sky detection algorithm due to low
visibility of the distant mountains.
 27 satisfactory ridgeline (skyline) detections
Overall, the ridgeline detection technique worked for the 58% of the images.

Coastline Detection
Once again, coastline detection from the 2D view models was done without
complications.
The results of the coastline detection from the segmentation images of the 31
images of the dataset are below:
 5 complete failures, caused by the land detection algorithm due to the fact that
the land area in front of the user contained gray stones.
 45 images had satisfactory coastline detection.
Overall, the coastline detection technique worked for the 84% of the images.
After the Sea Coastline Detection
Once again, After the Sea Coastline detection from the 2D view models was done
without complications.
The results of the coastline detection from the segmentation images of the 6 images
of the dataset are below:
 3 complete failures, caused by the land detection algorithm because the
lightness value of the regions is less than 50.
 12 images had satisfactory After the Sea Coastline detection.
Overall, the coastline detection technique worked for the 50% of the images.
Resulting Semantic Map Quality
The resulting semantic maps were divided into 7 categories, each corresponding to
an adjective describing the quality of the semantic map. From the best to the worst
they were: Perfect, Good, Acceptable, Average, Bad, Awful and Failed. The first
four were considered "pass" grades, while the other three "fail" grades. We gave a
grade to each adjective: 5 (Perfect), 4 (Good), 3 (Acceptable), 2 (Average), 1
(Bad), 0 (Awful and Failed). Then we calculated the average score.
Each resulting semantic map was inspected thoroughly in terms of how well the
individual footprints were matched to the picture contents. The whole process was
done in an unbiased way. Table 6 summarizes the results of the evaluation.
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Distinction
Perfect
Good
Acceptable
Average
Bad
Awful
Failed

#Photos
6
15
11
10
6
1
1

Pass
Fail
Total

42
8
50

Pass Percentage
Fail Percentage

84%
16%

TABLE 6: R ESULTS OF SPIM+ M AIN A LGORITHM

The average score of SPIM+ Main Algorithm is 3.
Figure 72 shows a sample subset of the produced semantic maps and their rank.

Average

Acceptable

Acceptable

Bad

Good

Perfect

Bad

Awful

Acceptable

FIGURE 72: T HE P RODUCED S EMANTIC M APS AND THEIR R ANK
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9.2 C OMPARISON OF SPIM+ M AIN ALGORITHM
WITH SPIM O RIGINAL ALGORITHM
We compared the performance of SPIM+ Main algorithm over the performance of
SPIM Original algorithm using the same dataset of nature images.
As we have already mentioned the SPIM Original algorithm transforms the natures
images to interactive ones using only the ridgeline. Consequently its success is
expected to be limited compared to the success of the SPIM+ Main algorithm.
The resulting semantic maps by SPIM Original Algorithm were inspected in the
same way as described in section 8.1. Table 7 summarizes the results of the
evaluation.

Distinction
Perfect
Good
Acceptable
Average
Bad
Awful
Failed

#Photos
6
9
6
6
4
4
15

Pass
Fail
Total

27
23
50

Pass Percentage
Fail Percentage

54%
46%

TABLE 7: R ESULTS OF SPIM O RIGINAL A LGORITHM

The average score of SPIM Original Algorithm is 2.1.
The diagram following shows the success of the SPIM and SPIM+ algorithms in
comparison to one each other. The horizontal axis represents the percentage of the
images that were transformed to interactive by SPIM and SPIM+.
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FIGURE 73:SPIM VS SPIM+ S UCCESS

The following diagram shows the average score of SPIM in comparison with the
average score of SPIM+
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1

0,5
0
SPIM

SPIM+

FIGURE 74:C OMPARISON O F A VERAGE S CORES

Figures 75-77 show an example of an image converted to semantic map by SPIM
and by SPIM+.
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FIGURE 75: U SER P HOTO

Result of SPIM Original Algorithm:

FIGURE 76: S EMANTIC M AP BY SPIM
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Result of SPIM+ Main Algorithm:

FIGURE 77: S EMANTIC M AP BY SPIM+
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9.3 E VALUATION OF THE I NEXPENSIVE C AMERA
S UPPORT A LGORITHM
This section shows the results of the algorithm implemented for the inexpensive
camera support. A simple digital camera was used to capture 20 images of various
places on the area of Chania. The photos depicted mountains, sea areas, islands,
mountain peaks and archaeological sites. The metadata (Exif data) of the images
did not include a value for the tag GPSDirection. A subset of the photos is shown
in Figure 78.

FIGURE 78: S UBSET OF N ATURE I MAGES WITHOUT D IRECTION I NFORMATION

Resulting Semantic Map Quality
The resulting semantic maps were classified into 7 categories according to their
quality. From the best to the worst they were: Perfect, Good, Acceptable, Average,
Bad, Awful and Failed. The first four were considered "pass" grades, while the
other three "fail" grades.
Each resulting semantic map was inspected thoroughly in terms of how well the
individual footprints were matched in the picture contents. The whole process was
done in an unbiased way. Table 8 summarizes the results of the evaluation of the
algorithm for inexpensive camera support.
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Distinction
Perfect
Good
Acceptable
Average
Bad
Awful
Failed

#Photos
6
4
3
2
3
0
2

Pass
Fail
Total

15
5
20

Pass Percentage
Fail Percentage

75%
25%

TABLE 8: E VALUATION OF THE CRE ATED S EMANTIC M APS

Figure 79 shows the produced semantic maps and their rank.

Average

Failed

Acceptable

Perfect

Perfect

Acceptable

Bad

Good

Good

FIGURE 79: T HE P RODUCED S EMANTIC M APS AND THEIR R ANK

The semantic maps that were produced by the inexpensive camera support
algorithm are satisfactory. The algorithm functions well. The only drawback is its
slow execution time. This is due to the size of its inputs. Its inputs are the
boundaries of the semantic individuals from the Panorama image and the
boundaries of the semantic individuals from the segmentation image. The first ones
are longer because Panorama image has bigger dimensions. The algorithm tries to
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find which part of the long boundary matches properly with the short boundary
(segmentation image) and this makes the algorithm slow.

9.4 S UMMARY
This chapter presented the experimental evaluation of the SPIM+ framework. A set
of images captured by a camera system including a state of the art digital camera
and a small GPS receiver with digital compass was assembled and used for the
SPIM+ framework evaluation. A simple digital camera was also used in order to
capture images without direction metadata.
The images were then given as input to the system algorithms which used all the
available data from a semantic map of Crete to detect the semantic individuals
present in the photos. Then, after segmenting the images, the registration procedure
took into account features of the segmented images (skylines, sea boundaries,
mountain peaks) and their 2D view models and computed a transformation for
overlaying the semantic individuals from the 2D view models on top of the photos.
The application of that transformation resulted in transforming the photos into
interactive semantic maps. The evaluation of the resulting semantic maps has
shown that SPIM+ achieved its objectives to improve and extend the SPIM
framework.
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10.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

10.1 C ONCLUSIONS
This thesis introduced the SPIM+ framework. SPIM+ is based on the SPIM
framework and used its principal components. It was required to add more
functionality in the initial system and ameliorate it, since there were some aspects
which could be improved.
Regarding the SPIM performance enhancement, SPIM+ managed to generate more
data inputs (lines) for the image registration algorithm, to provide the image
registration algorithm with as more reliable and consistent data inputs as possible
and to adjust the sensitivity of the image registration algorithm. Regarding the
addition of more functionality in the system, SPIM+ extended SPIM in order to
calculate the Sun Position at the time the photos were taken and use this
information and to support inexpensive cameras (cameras with only a GPS receiver
and no Compass).
For all the aforementioned enhancements, several algorithms have been developed
and they are based on the key components of the SPIM framework architecture.
Details about these algorithms have been presented and experiments have been
conducted to prove their effectiveness, with satisfying results and visualizations.
In conclusion, SPIM+ enhances SPIM and as a result we have a system that
provides a richer and more integrated functionality for managing a personal
database of digital pictures and digital maps, in a semantic spatial information
processing environment. The pictures are registered by more efficient means.
Therefore, the pictures are converted in more consistent semantic maps. The user
can select them and view on top of them the associated information.
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10.2 F UTURE W ORK
The following research directions are recommended as future work for this thesis:
 Once modern technology allows it in a wider scale, experiments with an
increased number of sensors should be conducted, allowing for more powerful 2D
view models and giving better contextual parameters for the purpose of image
annotation.
 In order to extract the boundaries of the semantic individuals from a photo more
accurately, an algorithm which will combine a segmentation and an edge detection
algorithm could be implemented.
 The algorithm for the support for inexpensive cameras also has room for
improvements. It could be modified in order to calculate the direction of the
camera when the photo was taken and inform the user about it.
 The system could take into account the weather conditions under which the
photos were taken. An idea is the system to retrieve data from weather forecasting
websites and exploit them accordingly towards a deeper understanding of the
image context and a more accurate image registration.
 The ability to represent persons (actors) within the images has not been exploited
by the system. Portrait pictures and pictures with humans can be identified with
current technologies and techniques such as face recognition. They could be used
for the automatic or semiautomatic detection of specific persons and their
silhouettes or faces.
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